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PREVENTING VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS

Mary Hatwood Futrell

and

Lee Etta Powell

INTRODUCTION

There is an old saying that "tb,t course of civilization is a race between

catastrophe and education. In a democracy such as ours, we must make sure that

education wins the race." Many people thought that the catastrophe would be one

caused by nuclear warfare and wars between nations. It seems, however, that the

catastrophe may be internal, may be "homegrown."

The public's concern about violence in schools has been manifested in

media stories, Congressional testimony, and numerous studies and reports that

vividly underscore the pervasiveness of the problem. Nowhere, however, is the

magnitude of the nation's concern about school violence reflected more urgently

than in Goal 7 (originally called Goal 6) of the Goals 2000: Educate America Act,

adopted by Congress and signed into law by President Bill Clinton in March 1994.

Goal 7 states that "By the year 2000, every school in America will he free of drugs

and violence and will offer a disciplined environment conducive to learning.- The

supporting narrative for this goal states that "no child or youth should be fearful on

the way to school, be afraid while there, or have to cope with pressures to make

unhealthy choices- (U.S. Department of Education, 1993a; 1993b).

Students in schools where violence occurs will not focus on mectine,

rigorous standards, perform at high academic levels, or even stay in school. When
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teachers and students are more concerned about their safety than about education,

they cannot concentrate or. :eaching and learning.

This chapter. a revised version of an earlier manuscript written by one of the

authors, focuses on how to prevent violence in schools. We also offer some

recommendations based upon our reflectionsas teachers who taught for 15 and

10 years, respectively, in urban centersand as concerned citizens, about what

schools and communities can do to stem the tide of violence in schools and,

hopefully, in society in general.

AN OVERVIEW OF VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS

The issue of school violence is not a new phenomenon. "Discipline in the

Public Schools: A Problem or Perception," which appeared in the January 1979

edition of Phi Delta KAPPAN , traces school violence back to the 1950s when the

problem was not discipline, but juvenile delinquency. In that decade, "there seemed

to be a marked increase in both the serious and less serious antisocial behavior on

the part of our youth..." (Williams, 1979).

Today the possibility that a disagreement among students wnl be settled

with some type of weapon rather than an old-fashioned fist fight has increased

significantly. A major difference between violence in the schools in the 1950s and

the 1990s is the presence and use of weapons, especially guns. Also, students seem

to hold a grudge much longer. Some students wait until the List day of school to

settle an incident that occurred weeks or months earlier.

Violence in schools is not unique to public schools or the nation's urban

centers. According to the Department of Justice, public, private, and nonsectarian

schools have all experienced an increase in school v:olence. Nine percent of public,

seven percent of private, and six percent of nonsectarian school students reported

being victims of viok.nt acts or property crimes in 1989 (U.S. Department of

Justice, 1991).
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Further, media reports indicate that the issue of violence in school is a

national 1)roblem that has seeped into the very heartland of America. No geographic

region is excluded anymore. In a National School Boards Association (NSBA)

survey of 1,216 administrators, Violence in the Schools, 54 per cent of suburban

and 64 percent of urban school officials reported more violent acts in their school in

1993 than five years before (National School Boards Association, 1994).

Newspaper article,' leport that communities large and small, urban, suburban, and

ruralfrom Cticago, Illinois, to Little Rock, Arkansas, to Walton, New York, to

Lorain, Ohio, to Lindhurst, California, to Butte, Montana', to Washington,

DCare struggling with the issue of school violence.

Thus, the public's concern about discipline and violence in the schools is

well warranted. Violence caused by schoolage children (in and out of school) is

worse now than it has ever been; it is on the rise and permeates every segment of

American society. This is not to say, however, that all of today's youths are

discipline problems or perpetrators of acts of violence. To the contrary, the vast

majority of our youth are not violent, nor have they committed acts of violence.

Generally speaking, there are three groups of students in a school, what we

call the 80-15-5 rule. Eighty percent of the students rarely break the rules or violate

principles. Fifteen percent break the rules on a somewhat regular basis by refusing

to accept classroom principles and restrictions. If not clearly apprised of

expectations and consequences of such their behavior, these students can disrupt

learning for all the other students. The last five percent of the students are chronic

rule breakers and are generally out of control most of the time. They may commit

acts of violence in school and in the community (Cumin & Mcndlcr, 1988).

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO SCHOOL VIOLENCE

Factors contributing to school violence are numerous, complex, and mostly

community-related. For example, teachers perceive that the major factors

contributing to student vi Ilence are lack of parental supervision at home (71

percent), lack of family involvement with the school (66 percent), and exposure to



violence in the mass media (55 percent) (The American Teacher, 1993). Teachers

also believe that certain types of parenting produce chillren who contribute to

school violence.

America's children are exposed to a steady diet of verbal and physical

violence that begins early and continues throughout their lives. Numerous reports

have cited the fact that children in the U.S. spend more time watching television

than attending school. Most of what children watch, including cartoons, is

unsupervised and much of it is filled with scene after scene of unadulterated sex and

violence. All too often children who behave violently are themselves victims of an

overdose of violence.

In too many communities, children constantly send signals that they feel

isolated from and maligned by society. These feelings know no geographic, social,

or economic boundaries. Increasingly, many youth come from commur ities where

the vast majority of the experiences to which they have been exposed have been

hostile. They have had to fight to simply survive. These young men and women are

filled with rage and a sense of rejection and, as a result, do not believe that they

owe society anything.

At the same time, an increasing number of students who have not grown up

in mean, hostile environments are involved in acts of violence. They often cite

boredom or thc excitement of control as reasons for their actions. It is difficult to

understand their rebellion against society.

PARENTING PRACTICES

Children often receive mixed messages from parents and other adults about

what is right and what is wrong. The use of material goods to persufde children to

behave in one way or to dissuade them from behaving in another is one example of'

sending a mixed message. In such situations, children arc "hrihed- by promises of

expensive clothing or toys. In addition, today's youth seem surprised when asked

it' they are required to perform chores in and around their home (Franks, 1993).

Many indicate that they do not do chores unless they arc paid to. These attitudes and
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actions convey strong lessons about roles, responsibilities, and the rights that must

be learned in order to assume positions as citizens good in a democratic society.

How children learn these lessons is as important as what they learn.

In addition, with more and more parents working outside the home,

students are very aware that it is difficult for school officials to contact their parents,

and that even if they do, their parents often refuse to respond. Exacerbating this

problem further, the parents may refuse to come to the school when asked if a child

has been in trouble repeatedly, because they are tired of dealing with the child's

problems, they believe the school is at fault, or they believe there is nothing they

can do to control the child.

Sometimes parents do not respond because they were unsuccessful in their

own school experiences; they view the school as a hostile environment. Likewise, a

parent who does come to school may support the student's disruptive/violent

behavior as another form of "bribery" to gain their child's affection, particularly

when the relationship between the two is strained. This is most apparent in

aggressive parents who have minimal parenting skills. Further, teachers report

about students, even very young students, who state that their parents have told

them (the children) that they do not have to do what the teacher says or that if

anyone tries to take something from them, or insults or hits them, they should fight

back. Unfortunately, many parents admit that they have so instructed their child and

are offended that teachers question such directions.

These types of parenting are evident across the socioeconomic spectrum.

Parenting that indulges, neglect, abuses, or ignores children, and that fails to

provide strong, positive guidance, discipline, and nurturance, contributes to the

spread of violence in schools. Such parenting is seen in families plagued by chronic

unemployment and poverty, especially when parents are concentrating more on the

economic survival of the family than on the attitudes and behavior of the children. It

is also seen in affluent families that indulge their children's every material request.

Lastly, it is seen in families where parents do not have quality time to spend with

their children because of job demands.
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PEER PRESSURE

Students (36 percent) concur that lack of parental supervision at home is the

major factor contributing to violence in schools. However, 34 percent of them cite

as a second major factor the presence of gang or group membership or peer group

pressure (The American Teacher, 1993). Several recent studies concluded that peer

group pressure is perhaps the fastest growing and most disturbing cause of acts of

violence among youth, whether in school or out (The American Teacher, 1993;

Toby, 1994; U.S. Department of Justice, 1991).

DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

Students cited involvement with drugs and alcohol as the third major factor

contributing to school violence. Those who reported the availability of drugs in

school did not vary significantly by ethnicity, level of family income, or geographic

location (U.S. Department of Justice, 1991). Although reports indicate that the use

of drugs such as heroin, cocaine, marijuana, and crack is down among students in

grades 6-12, the consumption of alcohol is not. Alcohol is the number one drug

used by teenagers and young adults.

B IA S

Another emerging trend is the number of acts of violence related to race or

religion. The /993 Lou Harris Study on Racism and Violence in American High

School: Project Teamwork Responds reported that racism and violence are rising

significantly in America's high schools. Seventy-five percent of all students

surveyed reported seeing or hearing about racially or religiously motivated

confrontations on a regular basis, up from 57 percent in an earlier survey (cited in

National Consortium for Academics and Sports, 1993). This trend is particularly

disturbing in light of the fact that diversity in America is rapidly increasing.

6
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LOCATION OF VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS

Most teachers believe that violence occurs in hallways or under staircases,

in the lunchroom or cafeteria, or in unattended classrooms. Students concur that
most acts of violence occur in these places, but add the gym and locker rooms as
prime sites. Students are also victimized in restrooms. Most acts of violence occur
where adult supervision is minimal or where there are large crowds of people

moving to and fro Students, especially those who have been victims, learn quickly

which areas to avoid (The AmericanTeacher, 1993).

PERPETRATORS OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE

It is important to examine, within the context of the school, who the victims

and the perpetrators are. For example, according to Toby (1994), two kinds of
violev:e should be distinguished. One is violence by trespassers who enter school

buildings to steal, rob, or assault someone. The other type of violence is committed

against teachers, administrators, other staff members, or fellow classmates by
students enrolled in the school.

Victims and perpetrators of school violence represent all racial, ethnic, and

economic groups. Although males are more likely to be involved in acts of violence

in schools, in recent years an alarming trend indicates that girls are engaging more
frequently in such acts.

Often the perpetrators do not have or need a serious reason for lashing out.

It could be something as simple as a look or stare or an accidental bump into

someone that triggers a violent reaction. An act of violence could result from idle

gossip, courtship jealousies, extortion, feeling slighted or disrespected, or an

attempt to impress friends. It could result from the perpetrator's dislike for a person

or the perception that someone is weak or is a nerd (gets good grades). In other

words, a logical reason for the incident is not necessary. The tempers of many

students today arc triggered quickly and the results arc often disastrous.
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When a fight occurs, for example, if it is outside the classroom,

other students are not likely to try to stop it. To the contrary, students are more

likely to "egg on" their peers.

It is disturbing that most high school students would probably stand by and

watch a fight without doing anything to stop it or without reporting the incident to

school authorities. There appears to be a code of silence among the students.

ReluCance to report violent incidents may be motivated by tear of possible

retaliation or a result of apathy. It may also be a way of opposing or hampering

school authorities' efforts to enforce rules and regulations.

This behavior reflects attitudes often seen in adult societya belief that it is

better to be -safe" by not getting involved. It also reflects the reverence for

aguessiveness and violence as part of American culture, whether at a sports event

or in films. Children spend thousands of hours each year abscbing scenes of

violence in the media, in their homes, and in the community. They are the products

of the culture and the society that adults have created. It is little wonder youth

exhibit violent behavior in school.

MOST LIKELY 'VICTIMS OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE

Victims of violence in schools cover the spectrum. For example, 900

teachers are threatened, and over 2.000 students and nearly 40 teachers are

physically attacked on school grounds every hour of each school day each year,

according the Keith Geiger, president of the National Education Association. The

Department of Justice asserts that every day in the U.S. 100,000 youngsters carry

guns to school and 40 youngsters arc injured or killed by guns (Stone. 1994).

S T D EN TS

Younger students (g1ades 6-10) are much more I ikel \ to he victims of

it)ICflCC than are \enior hiLTh \uhno1 student\ (11wAmerinni I crichcr. 1903:

Department of Education. 19)3c: U.S. Ikpartment of Justice. I'M I 1. The
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Department of Justice reported that students whose families moved frequently and

students from racial or ethnic groups that are minorities within the school are more

likely to he physically assaulted. Students who wear expensive or fashionable

clothing or jewelry, or who bring cameras, cassette players, beepers. and other

electronic devices to school, are more likely to be victims of property crime.

TEACHERS

Students are not the only victims of violence in school. Although the

majority of teachers believe that they are unlikely to be victims of violence in and

around school, the opposite is true. Most teachers feel safe in their schools during

the day, but after school hours many teachers, especially those in urban areas, do

not. Women and younger, less experienced teachers are targets, but they are not the

primary victims of violence among school staff. Teachers who are considered to be

strict, and who insist that students adhere to rigorous academic and behavioral

standards, are most at risk of being victimized. Thirty-eight percent of teachers and

57 percent of students rank strict teachers as more at risk of victimization than any

other members of the teaching staff (The American Teacher, 1993). This perception

could have a chilling effect on school districts that are attempting to reform

education and restructure their schools.

If teachers fear that they will be targets of students' physical or verbal

abuse, they will be less willing to insist that all students meet new, more rigorous

standards. This is particularly so if teachers do not believe that school

administrators can or will provide a safe environment where performance standards

can be met. Also, teachers will be unwilling to intervene in certain situations.

especially altercations between students, if they do not believe the parents, school

of ficials. or the community will support their efforts. Teachers are not only

concerned about being victimized, they are also concerned about being sued if they

intervene in student fights or acts of violence. They also may not intervene

ag!:ressively because of fear of being accused of chilu abuse.
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VIOLENCE AS AN IMPEDIMENT TO EDUCATION

The Justice Department (1991) corroborated the NSBA (1994) study stating

that 82 percent of the school officials surveyed believe school violence has

increased in the past five years, especially student-on-student violence.

Violence or the threat of violence has a direct impact on the quality of

education provided and on the way teachers and students work together in the

classroom. Students are very perceptive. They may not articulate their perceptions,

but most students know whether or not they are receiving a good education, an

education that will prepare them to compete in the jcb market, college, or anywhere

else. When students perceive that their education is inadequate or inferior, when the

expectations for them are less than for others in the class, they often develop a

sense of helplessness and frustration (Futrell, 1994). This sense of frustration often

turns to anger and violence when they don't know how to handle the obstacles to an

effective education. For example, academic failure in school contributes to

delinquency, antisocial behavior, and criminal activityall of which can lead to

violence. According to the Constitutional Rights Foundation Network report, The

Challenge of Youth Violence (Sausjord & Friedman, 1994), "Youth who lack basic

skills and a strong sense of self-worth are more likely to be drawn into violence."

Students frequently act out their hostility by being disruptive. This in turn

creates an atmosphere in the classroom and the school that militates against

constructive teaching and learning. For example, teachers are less apt to teach at

their full potential, class assignments are less creative and challenging, and the

ethos in the school is less motivating if tension constantly permeates the

environment. In addition, teachers, like students, are less eager to go to school

every day. Thus, students in these schools are much more likely to be taught by a

"revolving door" of substitutes (Kozol, 1991; Wise, 1993).

MEASURES TO ENSURE SCHOOL SAFETY

Youth violence in many schools, frequently mirroring the situation in the

10
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surrounding community, has reached pandemic proportions. In some communities

the situation is so bad that young offenders are being sent to boot camps or "shock

incarceration programs," or are required to perform supervised community service.

Especially frightening is the increased availability of weapons, guns in

particular. The fact that more and more weapons are showing up in schools

underscores how readily accessible they are. In response to this phenomenon.

schools are resorting to random checks of students' book bags, backpacks, or

locl;ers. They are also increasing their use of metal detectors to identify students

carrying weapons. Many schools are moving to physical means of controlfences,

blocked access roads, and locked and chained doorsto guard against violence.

Such measures are costly and reflect the real and unpleasant image of being

locked up. They divert funds from efforts to reform education and restructure

schools: to raise standards by improving the curriculum, reducing class size,

providing professional development programs for teachers or special programs for

students.

All of the strategies described herein are important and, perhaps, necessary.

However, they are too little and, perhaps, too late. Most strategies to curb violence

in school and society are designed to respond to violence after it has occurred rather

than to prevent it.

S CHOOLWIDE STRATEGIES

Staff Monitoring and Guards

The most common school security measure used to prevent violence or

other disruptive acts requires school staff, in particular teachers and security staff,

to monitor students' movements in and around the school. Thas, staff monitor

hallways, doorways, restrooms, the cafeteria or lunch rooms, and the areas of the

campus where students tend to congregate. In addition, more and more school

funds are used to hire retired police officers or security guards to patrol buildings

and provide security at sports and other school sponsored events.



Parents as Monitors and Teachers' Aides

Equally effective, if not more so, and less costly than guards, is the use of

students' parents as monitors and teachers' aides.Youth are less likely to misbehave

or engage in violent acts if parents from their neighborhood are highly visible on a

daily basis in their school. Several schools have used this strategy and found it to

be highly effective.

Discipline and Dress Codes

Institutionalization of discipline and dress codes is another strategy used to

curb violence. These codes should be developed collaboratively by administrators,

teachers, parents, and students. Discipline and dress codes should be reviewed by

the school district's legal staff to assure compliance with state school law. Equally

important, schools must be sure that the rules created have a purpose and that they

explicitly tell students what kinds of behavior are acceptable. Included in these

codes should be policies that delineate how the school will deal with students who

are chronic disciplinary problems, such as suspensions, expulsions, and filing

criminal charges against perpetrators if necessary.

Discipline and dress codes should be reviewed and revised to ensure that

they are appropriate for the student population and that they are contributing to a

safe, orderly school environment. Every administrator, teacher, parent, and student

should receive a copy of the codes. They should be reviewed in each class so that

every student is aware of their existence and the consequences of violating any

rules. School administrators and teachers should ensure that the codes are

implemented consistently and firmly, but also fairly.

To assure that parents receive and review the school's discipline code, the

State of Virginia enacted a law effective May 1995 requiring parents, under penalty

of a fine, to sign and return a copy of the school rules. The law also requires

parents of suspended students to meet with school officials or face a fine up of to

five hundred dollars. Similarly, a 1994 Alabama law holds parents liable when

students damage school property. Thc intent of these laws is to make parents "more
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accountable for the misbehavior of their sons and daughters" (Baker, 1995).

Attempts to implement the Virginia law met a firestorm of resistance from

parents and groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union and the

Charlottesville-based Rutherford Institute that defends religious freedom, however.

While the intent of the law was to get parents to he more accountable for the

behavior of their children, it has instead been interpreted as a violation of parents'

religious belief that discipline is a parental matter. These groups perceive that the

state is usurping the role of parents by demanding their acquiescence in any

decisions made by school officials regarding their child (Finn, 1995).

Counseling Programs

Schools should establish counseling progr, as for students, and assure that

students do indeed have access to their counselors. Currently, most elementaiy

schools do not have counselors, and if they do, they are in the schools for only one

or two days per week. At the high school level, counselors are part of the staff.

However, the average high school counselor has between 350-400 students to

advise. Needless to say, students are lucky to see their counselor once during a

school yearusually when it is time to sign up for the next year's classesand this

contact often occurs in a large group. In order to effectively counsel the students in

the schoolwhether academically or behaviorallyand to ensure that students

have access to their assigned counselor on a regular basis, counselors should be

assigned no more than 125-150 students per school year. They should be relieved

of clerical and other non-counseling responsibilities.

Conflict Resolution Programs

Another form of "counseling" is the widespread use of conflict resolution

strategies to defuse potentially violent situations and to persuade those involved to

use nonviolent means to resolve their differences. De Jong (1994) noted that

"Conflict itself with its roots in competition, poor communication, and

miscalculation, is a normal part of life and cannot be eliminated (whether in schools

13



[public or private] or the community at large). What must change, therefore, is how

we respond to it."

Schools that have adopted conflict resolution strategies are trying to teach

young people new ways of channeling their anger into constructive, nonviolent

responses to conflict. As a means of addressing violence, conflict resolution

programs in schools start by identifying a core group of student leaders in the

school. This group receives intensive training and supervision in the use of conflict

resolution strategies and student mediation. Members of the "conflict resolution

team" then use their skills and knowledge to help maintain order in the school by

counseling their peers, intervening in disputes among students, helping them talk

through their problems, and training other students to use conflict resolution

strategies. Conflict resolution strategies should be used in individual classrooms as

well as schoolwide.

In addition, high school team members should visit students in elementary

school and teach them the value of conflict resolution skills. Thus, conflict

resolution strategies can be used for both prevention and intervention.

Crisis Centers

Schools should strongly consider the establishment of crisis centers for

students who commit violent acts or threaten violence. Teachers and administrators

can refer students to the centers, which should be staffed by professionals who are.

specially trained to work with violent students. Crisis centers should not he used

for long-term interventions, but rather as in-school areas where students can be sent

to "cool off" and to receive on-the-spot counseling. Nor should crisis centers he

viewed as a replacement for afterschool detention programs.

Teacher Crisis Meetings

Efforts to prevent violence in schools must involve teachers at every step of

the F rocess. Whether or not told through formal communications channels, all

ieachers are aware of the discipline problems, including acts of violence, which

14
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occur in their school. Strategies designed to eliminate or reduce such problems will

not work unless teachers are involved in the design and implementation of

programs to establish a safe, orderly environment in the school. Further, it is

important for teachers to be part of on-going discussions regarding the status of

discipline problems and acts of violence occurring on the school campus. It is also

important for teachers to be able to discuss major discipline problems they are

having with students in their classrooms. These discussions can be part of regular

monthly faculty meetings or special sessions designed to apprise faculty and staff of

any major problems related to violence in the school. When faculty members are

aware of what is going on in the school and of strategies to address problems, they

are apt to become actively involved in supporting schoolwide efforts to correct the

problem. Furthermore, when teachers are part of the process, they are more willing

to become part of the "school team" and to work to achieve the goal of creating a

school that is safe for all.

Teacher Team Meetings

Teachers in schools organized into interdisciplinary teams that teach the

same group of students can exchange ideas about successful strategies for working

with disruptive or violence-prone students during their team meetings. They can

learn from each other how best to manage the students' behavior and can establish a

uniform set of standards or rules of discipline for their classes to be recognized and

supported by the school administration.

Support for Teachers

Critical to the elimination of violent acts in schools is support for teachers'

efforts to address discipline problems. Since teachers are the frontline school staff

members responsible for handling discipline problems, it is paramount that they

receive support from their administration. While one of the major complaints from

administrators is that teachers are not consistent in applying school discipline rules,

teachers often complain that they do not receive support from school administrators

when they report students for disruptive, or even violent, behavior. Obviously,

teachers must be consistent in applying rules of discipline. And, administrators
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must provide teachers and other school staff with the assurance that violent students

will be dealt with swiftly and firmly, and that teachers will receive support in their

efforts to maintain an orderly classroom. Nothing is more discouraging to a teacher

than sending a student who is disrupting a classroom to the office, only to see the

student return half an hour later to tell friends that his or her misbehavior was not

punished. Teachers have to know that they have the total support of the school

administration and board of education in their efforts to handle unruly students.

Extended School Hours

Another strategy being used by an increasing number of schools is

extending the number of hours that the school is open to students. In some

communities, after the regular school day has ended, schools are kept open so that

students can participate in organized activities such as sports. gymnastics, crafts,

art, music, tutorial programs. or other activities. Other schools, especially

elementary schools, provide space for child care programs to accommodate

working parents who are unable to pick up their children at the end of the school

day and do not want them home alone. All of these activities are supervised by a

trained staff.

Classes for Parents

There is an increasing number of teenage parents who lack social or

parenting skills, but arc raising children who soon will enter school to begin their

own formal education. Often these parents have left school without a high school

diploma, thereby limiting their employability. As these young parents are living out

their own adolescence, their offspring can experience a benign type of abuse in the

form of inadequate nurturing during their early years, lack of attention to their

developmental needs, and neglect. The media are replete with stories of children

who have been left unattended, who have been abandoned, or who have been

abused by their parents or by friends of their parents. Having been victims of abuse

and violence, these children tend to grow up to become abusers as adults, thus

repeating the cycle of abuse and violence.
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To serve this population, many school districts have established classes for

parent.; to teach them effective parenting skills, provide them with an opportunity to

earn a GED, and offer them vocational training so they can find employment. By

participating in such programs, young parents can then provide better guidance to

their own children and become positive role model for them.

Additional Strategies

Since school personnel are faced with competing demands that overcrowd

th':ir schedule, acts of disruption are typically handled in a routine manner,

following a prescribed discipline code. These codes tend to be ;egalistic and

punitive, and are unlikely to result in sustained improvement in student behavior.

Therefore, it can be very useful for schools to also use positive incentives to

prevent violence.

For example, a successful program in elementary schools called "Getting

Caught Being Good- provides a positive approach to curbing students' disruptive

and violent behavior. The school establishes a recognition and reward system for

students who are observed in a signant act of good school citizenship. The

overall goal of this program is to bring about a change in the students and in the

school climate so that normative behavior is constructive.

Another positive approach to violence prevention is providing students with

positive role models. Schools should invite high profile leaders in the community

(i.e., police officers, athletes, media representatives, and parents) to visit schools

and talk with students about crime and violence.

These strategies indicate that the best school-based violence prevention

programs seek to do more than reach students who may be prone to violence and

their victims. The most effective programs are designed to change the total school

environment by creating a safe school community that believes in and practices

nonviolence in resolving differences.
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CLASSROONI S TRATEGIES

To maintain a safe and orderly classroom conducive to teaching and

learning, a teacher must set forth both academic and behavioral expectations for all

students. In addition to schoolwide codes, each teacher must articulate to students

on the first day of class the basic standards of behavior for the class. Additional

standards may be developed with input from the students to reinforce their

commitment to the standards.

Behavior Standards

The classroom behavior standards should comply with the school's code,

but they need not be as detailed. As a matter of fact, the fewer the better. The

standards should be given to the students in writing and should be posted in the

classroom. They should be clearly stated and understood by all students in the

class. Also, a copy of the standards should be sent home to parents.

Teachers are responsible for establishing and maintaining the climate in the

classroom and for managing the students. It is very important for them to establish

control on the first day of school and maintain it steadily thereafter. Students are

perceptive and become quickly aware of teachers who are "not in control" of their

classrooms. Being in control does not mean being rigid or being a "tyrant"; it means

asserting authority and demanding and getting respect.

Teachers also must ensure that the behavior standards arc followed, and

they must do so in a manner that is fair, but firm and consistent. Students who fail

to comply with the discipline standards must be dealt with quickly and firmly.

Constantly changing the rules or extending the list will simply cause confusion.

Failure to enforce theil will result in the students' ignoring or constantly breaking

them; it will lead to chaos.

Academic Expectations

Equally important, and often a factor ignored in discussions about discipline
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and violence in schools, is the academic side of the issue. Again, it is the

responsibility of the teacher to establish the ethos in the classroom regarding

academic expectations. The objectives for each lesson, and each unit, should be

clearly articulated to the students prior to teaching it. Preferably, these objectives

should be in writing, either on the chalkboard or on paper given to the students.

They should be explained to the class along with an explanation of the teaching and

learning activities to he used to achieve them.

Classrooms where the academic objectives are unclear are fertile for

disruptive student behavior, and, perhaps, violence. This does not mean that every

student should be seated quietly at a desk with a book open or busy filling in the

blanks on a form. It does mean that the lessons have been carefully planned to elicit

maximum teaching and learning. It means students are actively engaged in learning

activitiessometimes in groups, at other times working alone, and later as a full

class. It means using strategies to ensure that students comprehend what is being

taught and are able to demonstrate their understanding of the coursework. It means

insisting that all students strive to meet the academic as well as behavioral standards

for the class and assisting those who have difficulty doing so.

Teachers know that disruptive or violent behavior in the classroom is a way

for some students to mask their frustration and anger over their academic

deficiencies. The fact that all students are not alike and do not acquire knowledge

the same way must be reflected in the teacher's method of instruction. Applied

strategies of effective teaching, along with lesson plans that respond to students'

cultural diversity and learning styles, can significantly reduce instances of

potentially disruptive or violent behavior.

STRATEGIES FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS

Thus far, this chapter has focused on violence in schools and strategies for

addressing the problem from a clasroom or schoolwidc perspective. However, it is

also important to focus on individual students in order to prevent them from

becoming chronically disruptive or violent. The following strategies are designed to

encourage students to focus on discipline as a positive means of behavior.
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Tutors and Mentors

The discussion above citt:c1 lack of parental supervision at home as one of

the factors contributing to student violence. With the absence of a "significant adult"

in their lives, many students lack the nurturing that comes from parental support

and guidance. Some school communities seek to fill this void by establishing

tutoring programs and providing mentors for students. The mentors are community

volunteers from business, service organizations, colleges and universities,

churches, and retiree organizations. They have made a significant difference in the

lives of many young people.

Employment

Some schools and communities have made efforts to reduce the number of

property crimes by providing part-time employment for students during the school

year and full-time employment during the summer months. The goals of these work

programs include building self-esteem and a sense of responsibility, and learning

the value of money and the importance of getting a good education and staying in

school until graduation (Kuhn, 1990).

YouthCollaboratives

With encouragement and financial support for pilot programs from the

National Alliance of Business and the Ford Foundation, several urhan school

districts have organized "youth collaboratives." These collaboratives, also known

as "The Compact Project," began with the Boston Compact and have extended to

over a dozen large urban school districts. Focusing initially on school dropout

prevention and the preparation of youth for the work force, they were among the

early proponents of the need to provide coordinated services for youth and families.

With the support of the business community, school districts seek to address the

needs of students at risk of educational failure through the combined efforts of the

city government, health, law enforcement, education, and social service agencies,

and the religious community (National Alliance of Business, 1989).
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LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS

Some would say that the best way to address the issue of violence in

schools is to simply get tougher with the perpetrators. Others say that the solution

must be to instill better moral values, for children are suffering from ethical

confusion and media pollution. Still others would say that the solution is to attack

violence at its roots through a variety of efforts, such as providing parents with

training in parenting skills, providing the whole family with social and economic

supports and training in nonviolent conflict resolution, and providing children with

a strong sense of right and wrong and a safe community in which to develop.

Taken alone, each solution is too simplistic. Taken together, the three options make

a strong program for stemming youth violence in schools and in communities.

Recognizing and accepting the need for change are critical steps toward any

efforts to reduce violence in schools. Chan.c.,,e is a process that requires a sustained

commitment from those desiring itindividuals, families, schools, and

communities. Working to increase discipline, order, and safety in schools requires

all parties to examine the attitudes, behaviors, and values that define them.

Finally, hut most importantly. youths themselves must learn chat they are

responsible for their personal behavior and actions and that they are personally

accountable for what they do in school and in the community.

EARLY INTERVENTION

It is at the formative level of a child's life (until approximately year nine)

that families and communities must inculcate positive attitudes and modes of

behavior. Therefore, at the prekindergarten through fourth grade levels school

districts should implement counseling programs, role modeling and mentoring, and

antiviolence and safety programs for students. This agenda must also include

developing respect for oneself and others. Forums should be provided, for

example, where students can discuss sensitive issues related to racism, poverty.

sexism, religion, and violence.
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In addition, conflict resolution programs should be integrated imo the

school's curriculum and participation should be required for Lill students. These

programs should be introduced early and resources should he committed to sustain

them at all levels of the school system. Such programs should also he accessible to

parents who wish to participate in them.

DISTRICTWIDE DISCIPLINF: COPF:ti

Every school district should have a clearly defined discipline code that is

communicated to students and their parents each yeas. A major focus of it should be

understanding discipline as a positive rather than a negative sense of being. The

emphasis must be on prevention as well as intervention. Equally important, the

discipline code should he enforced consistently, firmly, and fairly.

It is also critical for teachers, parents, and membeN of student services

programs to work together to help schools and communities address the issue of

increased youth violence. School psychologists, counselors, nurses, social

workers, speech-language pathologists, and all other student services personnel

nust he part of the violence prevention decision-making process. Further, schools

should maintain a liaison with local police authorities since some acts of violence in

schools are a spillover from disputes that originate in the community.

HEALTH AND SOCIAL S ER V I CES

Students experiencing emotional, psychological, or physical problems that

interfere with learning shoukl have access to the eduLational. tliciapentic.

counseling, and diagnostic ,,er ). ices to correct those problems.

Parents who need suppcvt and training to he hetyl. plients ,Thould hiRe

access to prograins tliat provide it. It is particularly important lk here there is

evidence or child abuse or neglect. These programs arc also important tor

\kith none Nktent or poor communication hem mit parents and their children.

Childien with disabilities should he pro\ ided vith Me special education and
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related ser\ ices that they need- not just because it is the law, but because it is the

right thing to do.

STAFF TRAINING

Teachers see the negative and positive sides of student behavior and

attitudes long before school hoards, central administrators, or the community

become alarmed and decide to act. Thcy know the symptoms of incipient violence

long before the metal detectors. security guards, or random searches become p;. of

the school environment. Teachers see signs of disruptive, even violent, behavior as

early as preschool and elementary school.

Yet, teachers are often unprepared to address the needs of disruptive, often

violent, youth. Therefore, teachers and building-level administrators must receive

intensive training and sustained staff development for dealing with violence. At thc

same time, teachers and their professional organizations, student services

personnel, school district officials, and community leaders must work together to

develop programs to reduce and prevent violence in schools. These programs must

include strategies for working with families and community groups because schools

cannot do the job alone. In addition, school districts should inform teachers and

administrators about social services available in the community and how they can be

accessed (Futrell, in press).

'nfortunately, teachers often do not know how hest to help young people

who are having problems. Thus, teacher and administrator preparation programs in

schools ol education must include the lollowmg t\ pes of training, with master

teachers. if possible: how to create and maintain a well-managed and well-organized

classroom. how to deal w ith student disruptions, how to work effectively with

parents so that their children meet academic and behaviorial expectations, how to

ork effectivek with an ethnically and economically diverse student body, and

how to find communit\ health and social services and link families to them.
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CON1MUNITY PROGRAMS

Students must also have experiences in their homes and communities that

reinforce positive attitudes and behaviors. Religious groups, the media, civic

organizations, and student groups, such as Girls and Boys Clubs, should provide

continuing opportunities and experiences that enable students to resolve differences

or conflicts nonviolently. Central to these efforts must be parents and guardians.

They. in particular, must assume a greater responsibility for their sons' and

daughters' behavior within the home, the school, and the community.

CONCLUSION

It is important for communities to urge all local groups and individuals to

work with schools to ensure implementation of comprehensive and long-term

strategies to support successful youth development (Futrell, 1994; Manzo. 1992).

Communities, for example, spend thousands of dollars on metal detectors and

security guards each year. Yet. other than make schools appear more like prisons.

these strategies have not eliminated violence from schools nor necessarily made

students or staff feel safer.

What would happen if some of those dollars were used to create jobs for

youth. build recreation facilities for children, establish year-round counseling and

tutoring programs for students who need them'? What would happen if child care

programs were established in schools so children could receive supervised

attention. rather than stay at home alone for hours'? What would happen if instead of

sendimi adolescents to boot camp, we sent them to residential academies where they

coal learn about math. science. computers, and have fun at the same time'? What

would happen if more of these children were in programs like Outward Bound?

nese types of investments would yield far more for our tax dollars and bc more

beneficial to society than installing metal detectors in school or hiring more hall

monitois.

Americans cannot afford to ignore or minimize the magnitude of violence in
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schools and its implications for the larger society. Nor can we simply build more

prisons and chant slogans like "Three strikes and you're out!" This is not a game.

In five to ten years these young men and women will become part of the adult

population. They are the people who will be expected to safeguard and enhance the

civil, huma: political, and economic rights of the citizens of our country. It is the

future of this nation and the kind of society we want that is at stake.
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GANG ACTIVITY AT SCHOOL:
PREVENTION STRATEGIES*

Shirley Lal

INTRODUCTION

Whether by choice, design, or necessity, schools are largely responsible for

socializing America's youth. Given the nature and acceleration of school violence

nationally, today's educators believe that this task is just as important (if not more

so) as the instruction of academic subjects. UNiversity and college teacher

preparatory programs uswilly do not provide courses to address school violence,

however, so school administrators, teachers, and support staff members are not

trained to control school violence and are not likely to recognize and address gang

activity.

To provide educators with a thorough understanding of gangs so they can

take appropriate action, this essay reviews what is known about gangs and the

impact and consequences of gang activity in schools. It also suggests a variety of

strategies for preventing gang activity on school campuses.

GANGS: FROM SOCIAL GROUPS TO VIOLENT DELINQUENTS

In the past, researchers frequently used the terms traditional gangs,

established gangs, or youth gangs to typify the gangs that had been operating in

'Portions of this essay were excerpted from Handbook on Gangs in Schools: Strategies to
Reduce Gwig-Related Activities, by Shirley R. Lai, Dhyan Lal, and Charles R. Achilles, 1993,
Corwin Press, Inc., Newbury Park, CA, with the expressed permission of the authors and
publisher.



neighborhoods (hoods) for more than 10 years (Lal, Lal, & Achilles, 1993). Newer

terms, such as clique and set, are now often used to identify a gang or an off-shoot

of a gang. All these terms for gangs have the same meaning in the following

discussion.

S TRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

Nationally, youth gangs and their activities have been a recurrent and visible

indication of intense disorder in society. In essence, changes in gang structure

parallel the structural changes in society. For example, gangs became more violent

as a result of increased violence in society in general.

A review of cun-ent literature on gang research reveals that the classical

works conducted in the 1920s-50s by sociologists such as Thrasher (1927), Shaw

and McKay (1931), Tannenbaum (1939), Cohen (1995), and Whyte (1955) are still

being cited for their theoretical significance. That early research, subsequent work

in the 1960s-80s (Spergel, 1964; Moore, 1978; Ban & Ciminillo, 1977; Miller,

1977; Haskell & Yablonsky, 1982), and the findings from recent studies

(Campbell, 1990; Taylor, 1989; Huff, 1993; Lal et al., 1993; Thornberry, Krohn,

Lizotte, & Chard-Wierschem, 1993) have produced various definitions and

structural characterizations of gangs. The following are the most often cited gang

characteristics from this body of literature:

Members arc typically young teenage males of similar ethnic or racial

backgrounds (usually from disorganized families in the inner-city).

Loyalty and adherence to a strict gang code (i.e., the gang is more important

than anything) is mandatory.

Cohesiveness among members increases as recognition from society

increases.

Loyalty and camaraderie are solidified by participation in group activities

that are often antisocial, illegal, violent, and criminal.

Goals, identified roles, and responsibilities are clearly estublished and

defined (they are often unspoken but arc understood by all members).

The chain of command is hierarchical.
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Identification with a local territory (often referred to as gang turf, hood, or

barrio) is commonplace in the neighborhood as well as on the school

campus.

Recruitment is an ongoing process, especially at school.

Characterizing present-day gangs (1980s-90s) is not a simple task because

they are more diverse and complex than gangs of earlier times. In addition, today's

gangs are distinguishable from gangs of the past in the following manner

(Campbell, 1990; Huff, 1990; Lal et al., 1993; Taylor, 1993):

Younger active members (some as young as eight- or nine-years-old).

Evidence of ethnic and racial crossover in multiethnic neighborhoods.

An insurgence of female gangs.

Established cliques or sets in suburban communities.

Acquisition of large sums of money from illegal drug markets and

prostitution.

Rampant use of drugs and alcohol.

Violent membership.

Use of sophisticated communications devices and automatic weapons.

Employment of guerrilla warfare-like tactics.

Total disregard for human life as evinced by the senseless deaths of

innocent victims.

CU LTU R A L DISTINCTIONS

Gang culture can hest he understood by examining the behaviors and

activities of gang members. Members behave in ways that set them apart from the

mainstream culture. These behaviors serve not only to segregate and sustain the

gangs, hut they also add an allusion of mystery and glamour that is sometimes

referred to as "the lure of the gangs." Non-gang members who become infatuated

with gang culture are said to he "romancing the gang." Gang distinctiveness is most

noticeable in: attire and paraphernalia; identifying marks such as tattoos; posturing;

modes of communication; beliefs, attitudes, and general trends in thinking; and

activities (especially recruitment). The term gang mentality is often used to describe
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these characteristics (particularly members' attitudes and trends in thinking) and

connotes more than a simple commitment to gang values: it is a willingness to do

anything (even die or commit murder) the gang demands without question.

Members refer to this mentality as "being down for the hood." or being "loco"

(crazy) for the gang.

Traditional youth gangs and their individual members do not simply

"appear" in neighborhoods and on school campuses. Their patterns of behavior are

established over time through an evolutionary process (Lal, 1991). In their

significant research on juvenile delinquency, Haskell and Yablonsky (1982)

described three prototypes of gangs that may evolve from groups of youths who

hang out together: the social, delinquent, and violent gangs. These prototypes

provide the basis for discussion on patterns of gang development in current

research. Present-day gangs have evolved past the social stage and are defined as

either delinquent or violent depending upon the type of membership and their

activities (Taylor, 1988, 1989; Lal et al., 1993; Thornberry et al., 1993). School

officials are most likely to encounter delinquent gang type activities on campus,

such as intimidation, extortion, burglary, face-to-face confrontation, fights, and

recruitment rituals.

Members proceed through four developmental stages in the evolutionary

process: the wannabe (one who wants to be a member) or the gonnabe (one who is

probably destined to be a member), which is a more recent term for wannabe; the

peripheral (one who hangs around the gang, and may or may not engage in

activities); the affiliate (an actual member also known as a "gang banger"); and the

hard-core (one who lives only for the gang, is "down for the hood" or a real "vato

loco"). The activities of gang members determine their position in the evolutionary

process. For example, members engage in minor gang activities, such as hanging

around, flashing gang signs, graffiti writing and claiming territory, before they

become involved in serious hard-core illegal infractions, such as assaults, drug

trafficking, and murder (Lal, 1991). Some recruiting practices bypass these simple

activities; in such eases, hard-core members emerge overnight.

Like the rites of passage most teenage males experience, potential gang
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members are required to prove their worthiness by coming through some type of

ritual before achieving actual membership. In the past. ritualistic practices were

simple; recruits would fight several members to demonstrate their daring and desire

to join. Even the term designated for this practice, courting, has a ritualistic

connotation. Being courted-in or -out (also known as jumped-in or -out) as a way

of joining a gang is currently being used by less violent gangs.

Initiations for the seriously delinquent and violent gangs consist of more

than a simple fight; participation in theft, gang rape, drive-by shooting, and even

murder is common for today's recruit. Because the focus of today's gangs has

dramatically shifted from the protection of turf (at the very least) to the protection of

drug markets, the course of recruiting has also shifted. In gang neighborhoods with

heavy trafficking in drugs. prostitution, and the sale of sophisticated weapons, the

control and acqi sition of financial profit from these markets has become one of the

paramount reasons Pr gang membership (Taylor, 1989; Padilla, 1992; Lal et al..

1993; California State Office of the Attorney General, 1994, 1995). These and

other sources reported that youths who have a propensity toward delinquent

behavior are four times more likely to engage in illegal acts and violent crimes as

gang members than they would as non-gang members. Moreover, the likelihood of

gang membership increases if youths are exposed to family, community, and

school risk factors such as these:

Dysfunctional family conditions (e.g., poor parenting skills, continuous

violent and abusive practices by adult members, drug and alcohol abuse,

and a family history of gang membership).

Deteriorated environmental conditions (e.g., depressed socioeconomic

circumstances and a history of gangs in the neighborhood).

Poor performance in school (e.g.. serious academic and attendance

problems and failure to engage in positive peer relationships and/or

activities).

EXTENT OF GANG ACTIVITY

It is no secret that gangs and their antisocial activities have been increasing
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at alarming rates in communities and on school campuses nationwide. From the

1920s to the present day, gang activity has not only increased and intensified, it has

done so with notoriously senseless crime and violence.

A comparison of data collected in two distinct studies demonstrates the

startling increase in gang membership in the U. S. over a ten-year period.

According to a study conducted by the U.S. Department of Justice Needle &

Stapleton, 1983), there were approximately 1,000 known gangs with a combined

membership of 50,000 operating in the U.S. by the end of the 1970s. In contrast,

by the end of the 1980s these numbers increased to approximately 5,000 gangs

with an estimated membership of 250,000 (United States Department of Justice,

1994).

Both studies cited several reasons for this expansion, such as population

growth, urban sprawl, high unemployment, augmented mobility of gang members.

and new drug markets. Whereas the major well-established gangs of the l 970s (and

earlier) generally operated from bases within their traditional neighborhoods (in

highly populated, urban, low-income, and racially isolated areas), gangs of the

1980s were beginning to expand their bases of operations across the states (to less

populated, suburban, middle-income, and racially integrated areas). Recent data on

gangs reveal that they have become entrenched in all types of American

neighborhoods, more so than at any other time in this nation's history.

A comparison of statistics in Los Angeles (LA) Countyoften considered

the "gang capital- of the nationprovides a local perspective. In 1988, the National

School Safety Center reported that there were 600 gangs in existence, with a

membership well over 70,000 in LA County alone. The LA County Sheriff's

Department reported that there were 1,130 known gangs with approximately

150,000 members operating in LA in 1993. This pervasive expansion gives new

meaning to the term alarming rates, and suggests that current efforts to curb the

.gangs have been less than successful.

Other urban locations, such as Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit. Newark, and

New York City, have experienced similar increases in the number of gangs and
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gang membership. But the problem is no longer just confined to urban areas. The

existence of gangs, through importation or creation, in suburban and other less

populated locales, once virtually free of gangs, has signaled the beginning of a

frightening reign of gang activity. Cities such as Phoenix (AZ), Long Beach (CA),

Sacramento (CA), Stockton (CA), Jacksonville (FL), Kansas City (KS), Dallas

(TX), Houston (TX), and Portland (OR) have been regularly struggling with gangs

and their activities.

IMPACT AND CONSEQUENCES OF GANGS IN SCHOOLS

Discerning the effects of the expansion of gangs in neighborhoods is

relatively simple. Law enforcement agencies, especially those with a gang detail,

customarily maintain accurate gang data and readily publish or release this

information to the media. Unfortunately, this is not often the case at schools.

School administrators are not usually quick to acknowledge the existence of gang

activity, so accurate gang statistics are not forthcoming. This reluctance hampers

efforts to ascertain the extent of gang activity at individual schools. On a district

level, differences in perceptions, lack of standards or policies, and inaccurate

reporting practices result in skewed statistics. (For an overview of school reporting

of violence in general, see ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education, in press).

Students more readily acknowledge the existence of garigs in school than do

adults. In 1991, the U. S. Department of Justice conducted a nationwide survey of

students to ascertain certain facts about schoo' violence (Bastian & Taylor, 1991).

This study reported that 15 percent of the students stated that gangs were active on

their campus. Moreover, 16 percent indicated that they had witnessed gang

members engaging in threatening acts against a teacher. Similarly, the California

Student Substance Use Survey, conducted by the State of California (California

State Office of the Attorney General, 1994) revealed that an average of 17 percent

of students from grades 7 to 11 were involved in gangs at one time or another

during their life.

Although school officials estimated a very small portion of their total student

body population to he gang affiliated, they also indicated that responding to gang
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activity required excessive amounts of time and resources (Lal et al., 1993).

Maintaining a safe and secure school where gang activity is prevalent requires

special tactics. Some large school districts have followed the lead of local, state,

and Federal agencies and formed task forces to tackle the problem. District

members believe that collaborative efforts among law enforcement, schools,

families, churches, and social agencies are fundamental to gang prevention

programs.

There are benefits for the gang members staying in their neighborhood

schools. Lal (1991) reported that an overwhelming majority of members wanted to

stay in school because they could congregate and discuss their activities in a social

arena, uphold their reputation as an established gang, flaunt their accouterments,

display their strength of membership, provide protection for their members,

intimidate other students, recruit potential members, and sometimes engage in

criminal or violent acts. But, of course, these benefits for the gang have negative

consequences for all students, school personnel, school safety, and the overall

educational process.

DEVELOPING A GANG PREVENTION PROGRAM

A REALISTIC AND DISTINCTIVE APPROACH

School officials must be realistic in their approach to gangs and decide

whether to concentrate their effons on preventing or reducing gang related activity.

The term prevention implies that methods can he employed to remove evidence of

gangs and negative gang activities at school. Reduction implies that methods can be

employed to lessen the effect of negative gang activities. The suggested prevention

strategies in the following discussion also have relevance as reduction strategies.

Administrators who deny the presence of gangs limit their options to

confroi it gangs realistically and effectively. In studying Detroit gangs. Taylor

( 1988) recognized that school administrators were victims of the "ostrich

syndrome- when they became defensive and ignored critical problems at their
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schools. Lal (1991) also found that in denying negative situations (such as gang

activity) school officials exacerbated the problem. Reluctance by officials to address

the gang issue on campus is primarily due to a lack of knowledge about gatuls.

Once school officials acquire the knowlethze and transcend the denial stage by

adopting a realistic perspective, they can initiate, maintain, and evaluate solution

strategies.

Administrators who are most successful in their effort.: to confront negative

gang activities are those who develop a site specific approach to the problem (Lal,

1991). In dointz so, a distinctive leadership style emerges that permits officials to

possess a certain mentality (attitude) about gangs. Similar to the gang mentality of

most ,(2ang members, which in essence holds that nothing is more important than the

gang, and members arc willing to do whatever the gang demands. so too must

school officials adopt a -positive school mentality.- Administrators must believe

that nothing is more important than providing a safe school environment for

students and staff members, and he willing to do whatever is necessary to prevent

or reduce thc negative effects of gang activity on campus. However, unlike the

gangs. this mentality must not diminish the value of the individual student as a

human being. "You accept the person. You do not accept the disruptive behavior-

et al.. 1993. p.44).

Taking a distinctive approach encourages the development of an

organizational framework for the school's gang prevention program. There are

various ways to organize site specific solution strategies. and school officials must

decide what is most beneficial for their school. Regardless of the organizational

design, constant revisions of strateo,ies will be necessary. They should be adaptable

because of the vacillating behavioral patterns of gangs. The following sections

discuss three categories of solution strategies: operational strategies. alternative

behavior strategies, and engagement strategies. (Alternatively, for a comprehensive

narratis e of organizing solutions based on two categories. primarv and secondary

strateLiies, see 1,a1 et al.. 1993. pp.44-53 I
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OPERATIONAL STRATEGIEs

Operational strategies the Operation Or processes of the program.

Initially, the principal sets the tone for change and employs key personnel to assist

with operational or organizational tasks. Later this core group (including the

principal) may be expanded to a team that will assumecesponsibility for all program

elements. Development of this process will depend on the individual situations at

each school. The following operational strategies have conventional applications for

a variety of campus circumstances (Lal et al.. 1993. pp.33-43).

Create a positive environment by developing a school philos(iph\ about

ganizs.

Assemble a support team and delineate tasks.

Establish a communications network

Analyze the school and community environments.

Formulate realistic goals and objectives.

Enact school policy related to gang activity.

Maintain school security.

Coordinate the development ol all solution strategies.

Provide for continuous evaluation and modification.

Creating a positive environment is no simple task. As the school

leader. the principal is ultimately accountable for tile entire educational process and

the cultural climate of the school. Bringing about change. vhile cultivating the

commitment of school personnel, students, and parents. will require dedication and

skill. This process v. ill not occia w.erniglit and is not a single elIit. Just as Ulu

gangs proceed through an e\olutionarv process. schools in transition must alm,

everience ev)lutionar, clopment. School off Hills attempung to (wale a

positive school climate must nossess certain characteristiis and en;:age in lie

behaviors and activiticHust as gang members do. Administrators must he unlailifte

in their convictions (but fleriblei. practice die dynamic and enthusiastic behilvicrs

of a po.ative leadership st\ lc. and be activ el% involveLl in all tspck..is ol the program

I.al el al., I'M?).
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One of the first activities for the administrator is establishing the

cc/tool's "gang" philosophy. Gangs have an unwritten philosophy (gang code)
that all members comprehend and adhere to (i.e., nothing is more important than the

gang). Similarly, the school's gang philosophy or code should he understood hy

all, aligned with the school's overall philosophy, publicized, and guide all elements

of the program. Lal et al. (1993) offered the following example:

This school campus is a neutral and safe place. The only gang
allowed here is the (name of school) gang. All students belong to
our gang. It's our family. Negative and disruptive ,!ang behaviors
will not he tolerated on this campus. Members will not be ostracized
simply because they are members, but will be treated equally and
fairly. If members engage in unacceptable behavior, they will he
subject to disciplinary action. (p.34)

Assembling a support team requires knowlet ge about the faculty and

skill in assigning tasks. It is critical that staff not he coerwl into performing certain

tasks simply because of a job description. Often the person hest suited for a specific

task, such as gathering information about the gangs on campus. is a person with

ties to the community rather than the administrator in charge of discipline. Because

selection of team members is highly related to provam tasks, membership

recruitment criteria should I.:clud%! levels of everise (all members will eventually

obtain an adequate knowledge base of the gangs), willingness and readiness to

complete assigned tasks, and interpersonal relationship Students are often

overlooked as resources; administrators would be wise to ins cstigatc the possihilit\

of including students (gang and non-gang members) on the team. The following is

a suggeste(l pairing of team memhers to tasks (Lal et al., 1993, p.40):

Principal tor icam coor(linator): inventories available resources and fa,

operitions. ieviess s polio., schedules. and assignments, and establishes

,r rani paratneters

Administrator in charge of discipline (or L 1esignee): reviews school

discii line records of suspected gang members, documents the number and

t% lies of gangs and their actisities, checks tor patterns that ol fer clues to
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School police officer or security aide: acts as a liaison between the

school and outside agencies, gathers d lta from these agencies regarding

gangs in the community and on campus, and collects and records data on

known and suspected individual members. (If no such position exist, one

can he created or other team members can assume theses duties.)

On-site non-teaching personnel: have spheres of responsibility greater
than those of a teacher. Includes psychologists, counselors, resource

specialists, or department chairs. However, if a teacher's knowledge of and

experiences with gangs are especially valuable, the principal may find some

release time so the teacher can become part of the team.

Off-site personnel: includes members of the parent groups, advisory

councils, community agencies, and local law enforcement agencies, and

others possessing varying degrees of expertise. Assign an on-site liaison to

disseminate and receive information from these persons if they cannot he

present on campus.

Establishing a communications network facilitates the flow of written

(by way of memos, bulletin board notices, letters to parents) and oral information

(through meetings, conferences, informal conversations) among members. Open

lines of communication between team members, other school personnel, students,

parents, community members, and law enforcement and social agencies should be

fully operational in the early stages of program development. Gathering and sharing

information is an essential and ongoing task. For example, regularly scheduled

meetings, telephone trees, and coffee klatches provide opportunities for sharing and

updating information about program components and the gang situation.

1 naly7ing the school environment. a site specific task, is ancillary to

defining the gang situation with respect to extent and intensity of activi:v. Several

data gathering methods can he employed to assess campus conditioiis:

observations, interview s, survey, and perusal of student records. For e \ample. a

questionnaire to and interviews with school personnel and students may reveal

general and specific knowledge about the gangs. their members, and their activities.

thser\ at ions ( Istudents and interactions betv cell school personnel and students

ma\ yield useful informa 'on about the social s\ stem or climate of the sch(nd.
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may yield useful information about the social system or climate of the school.

Interviews and informal conversations with local law enforcement and other social

agencies can be used to cull information about gang operations in the community.

Inventory of the plant facility, equipment, and supplies alerts administrators to

those items that either need to be purchased, replaced, or repaired to improve safety

and security. Thorough analysis of the school facility and operations, physical

resources (schedules, personnel, equipment, etc.), and human resources (faculty,

clerical, custodial, etc.) not only provides valuable information, but can be a vehicle

to build rapport and support for the program.

Formulating realistic goals and objectives is completely dependent
on the analysis of the all data gathering efforts. Goals should be realistic,

obtainable, and subjected to evaluation. For example, if there is an intense gang

faction at school and in the community, school officials must face the possibility

that prevention efforts may be less successful than reduction efforts. Thus, the

primary goal (at least for the first year) would be to reduce the visibility of the gang

element on campus. Terminal objectives (time-bound expected outcomes) and

process objectives (methods to achieve outcomes) support the goals (Lal et al.,

1993). An example of a primary goal, and related terminal and process objectives is

presented here:

Goal: Positive, preventive and proactive aspects of the gang
intervention program will be preserved.

Terminal Objective
I. All visible signs of gang attire and

paraphernalia will be eliminated hN,' the

end of the first semester.

39

Process Objectives
1.1 Dress code policy prohibits gang

attire and paraphernalia.

1.2 Faculty reports violations of dress

codes to administration.

1.3 Administration imposes discipline

measures fm violations consistent with

dress code policy.



Because gang activity has become prevalent at schools, school districts must

enact policies to regulate the behavi,-:- c,f ganL, members. Moreover, school

administrators should develop site-specific gang relatt.:1 policies that are aligned

with district policies, the school's philosophy and general policies, and program

goals and objectives. Gang-related policies should appear in a special section of the

student handbook, be posted in all offices and in classrooms, and be mailed home

to parents. Policy statements should include a list of clearly written encouraged and

prohibited activities and the consequences for violating policies. Lal et al. ( 1993,

p.43) provided the following examples of policy statements:

All prohibited activities are subject to disciplinary measures.

Articles of clothing identified as gang attire cannot be worn on campus.

Writing graffiti on property, books, notebooks, book covers, and papers is

prohibited.

Flashing gang signs and yelling gang slogans and gang names are prohibited.

Traditional consequences for disciplinary infractions are typically punitive,

reactive, and meted out in stages (for each successive infraction), such as warning,

paper pick-up detail, detention, student and parent conference, suspension, transfer

to another school, and expulsion. Lal and Lal (1990) suggested that school officials

employ constructive discipline immediately (no warnings) and specifically for each

infraction. For example, writing graffiti warrants graffiti cican-up, and monetary

restitution. Isolation from the gang during breaks and lunch, and Saturday detention

or work detail, is mandatory when the member engages in flashing or slanging. In

like manner, being involved in face-to-face confrontations or intimidation may

demand counseling with the gang member and parents, mandatory attendance at

weekly meetings with a gang counselor, and referral to a community antigang

agency. In essence, disciplinary measures should take into consideration the type,

extent, and occurrence of the infraction. Although these measures are also reactive,

their aim is to hold the student accounts 'e for his or her own actions.

Recent attempts to counteract the rising tide of school violence have focused on

strategies that include the students in the process. Strategies such as student review

hoards and peer courts arc positive, reactive, and primarily used at the high school
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level. Unfortunately, positive and preventive strategies used to build self-esteem

and to teach students how to resolve conflicts are typically found in elementary

schools, although major conflicts occur at the secondary level. It is therefore

important to enact constructive, positive, and proactive antiviolence policies at all

school levels.

Maintaining campus security is necessary at all times and absolutely

critical when gangs are present in the community and at school. Plans to protect the

integrity of the campus should be developed in conjunction with district security

and/or local law enforcement. Officers from these agencies can provide suggestions

about safeguarding the school's physical environment (securing access to campus

grounds and buildings, scheduling and strategic placement of supervisory

personnel, investigating acts of vandalism and graffiti, etc.). They can assist with

supervision at critical times, especially when there is potential for gang incidents

that occur in the community to spill onto the campus. Supervisory personnel should

be highly visible at all times, maintain and use hand-held two-way communication

devices (walkie-talkies), and be apprised of all possible avenues of access to and

exit from the campus. Locales where gangs are known to congregate and engage in

prohibited ac'vities require close supervision.

The appearance of the school adds to the perception of safety. If the building

and individual classrooms are disorderly and graffiti ridden, a message is conveyed

that campus safety and conditions are not a high priority. Efforts should be made to

graffiti-proof buildings and walls: install door alarms: equip offices and classrooms

with an intercom system; hire additional security personnel to work before and after

school and during break and lunch periods; and involve family and community

members in campus security improvement projects.

Campus safety strategies should not only cover the appearance and security of

the physical plant, but also the actions of supervisory personnel in emergency

and/or potentially dangerous situations. Consequently. safety training for staff

should include tactics to prevent volatile situations as well as tactics to be employed

when such situations arise. A prevention technique that has extensive utility is the

development of an "eye contact network- for supervisory duty. School personnel
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are placed at key positions within eye contact of each other; assigned particular

locations to watch; and indicate by eye contact or walkie-talkie any suspicious

actions. For example, two major clues that the gang is going to be involved in sonie

type of disruptive action are: the absence of members from their claimed territory

during non-class times; and roaming, or movement of the gang from one location to

another. Observance of the latter generally requires a sixth-sense, like noticing the

movement as it just begins to happen. Acquiring this sense is accomplished hy

vigilant observance (noting the nuances of individual members) of the gang as they

mill and begin to move about. Once the gang is on the move, supervisory personnel

should intercept and question members; this intervention usually thwarts their

intentions.

AUFERNATIVE BEHAVIORAL STRKrEGIEti

Alternative behavioral strategies arc designed to turn around the negative

behavior of gang members and to prevent them from engaging in disruptive

activities. Defining gang activities, identifying and documenting gangs and

members, building interpersonal relationships with members, involving members in

school activities, and providing educational alternatives are proven effective

solution strategies (Arthur & Erickson, 1992; Lal et al., 1993). Utilization of these

strategies may require school personnel to alter thcir attitudes about and behavior

toward the gangs. Lal et al. (1993) discussed accepting the gangs on campus as a

positive way of involving members in the daily activities of the school experience.

Assimilation of members into the mainstream of the student body reduces

recruitment by minimizing the lure and mystery of the gang. An anticipated outcome

of this approach is that "...desired positive characteristics and behaviors increase,

as unwanted negative ones decrease- (p.57).

Defining Gang Activities

Because the major portion of gang behavior and activity is disruptive, illegal,

iind often violent, school officials have difficulty in acknowledging that some gang

behaviors are positive. Ironical!). those behaviors that might be viewed as positive,

such as camaraderie. loyalty. cohesiveness, and a desire to be respected are often
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eclipsed by the appearance of the gang as members hang out and engage in negative

activities. The very nature of a closely supervised campus can deter most overt

negative behaviors such as large-scale gang fights, violent assaults, and excessive

use and sales of drugs and weapons. Activities such as milling, roaming, flashing,

and slanging are neither illegal nor violent, but are considered negative if they create

a disturbance, interfere with classroom instruction, and disrupt normal school

operations (Lal et al., 1993).

Awareness of gang activities often precedes identification of the gangs and

members. One of the first signs that gangs are operating in an area is the appearance

of graffiti, albeit without the physical appearance of gangs. Comprehension of the

underlying intentions of gang activity will assist school personnel in developing

specific strategies and enacting policy to counteract their occurrences. Lal and Lal

(1995) provided the following list of activities and intentions:

Activity
Graffiti

Flashing/Slanging

Hanging out

Intimidation

Recruitment

Extortion

Assaults/Fights

Drug use/dealing

Use/Sale of weapons

Intention
Communicating, warning, marking turf

Claiming affiliation, identifying, threats

Marking turf, show of force, protection for members,

relaxing

Gaining control, gaining respect, instilling fear

Building a power base, establishing loyalties, sustaining

membership

Instilling fear, gaining respect, easy money

Courting-in/out, retaliation, gaining respect, show of

force

Acquiring money, getting high, party ing

Protecting self, members, turf. drug traffic, acquiring

money

Identifying and Documenting Gangs and Members

Cooperation between the school and law enforcement personnel ensures the

effectiveness of identification strategies. Identifying and documenting the gang
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population in school and in the community are continuous and evolving processes,

because gang membership is transitory. The following basic steps of identification

strategies require intelligerce gathering type tactics such as: surveillance,

investigation, and documentation (Lal et al., 1993).

Sun eillance tactics involve observation of: (a) locations where groups of

students congregate, mill, or hang out; (b) signs of graffiti at these locations, an

indication that the group is claiming or has claimed that territory; (c) patterns of

movement, as the group moves or roams from place to place; (d) peculiar behaviors

of individual group members, such as their stance, walk, speech, and actions like

flashing gang signs and yelling out gang slogans; (e) evidence of gang

paraphernalia, such as caps with the gang insignia, rags hanging out of pockets,

graffiti on personal belongings; and (f) physical appearance, such as scars, tattoos,

hairstyles, and pierced body parts.

In the initial investigation stages it may not be clear who the gangs are, so it

would be prudent to identify any groups and group members who gather. This

process allows school administrators (and those who assist with the investigation)

opportunities to become familiar with members of the gangs as well as other

students. Investigation techniques also facilitate the discovery of associations

between gangs, their members, and their activities.

Investigation tactics for group identification entail: (a) ascertaining names of

gangs by speaking with law enforcement personnel, community members, ex-gang

members, and other students; (b) determining the type of gang (newly formed,

delinquent, or violent) by observing and making inquires about their activities; (c)

making connections between the gangs and their claimed territories by noticing if

members occupy the same location daily; and (d) noticing possible gang

paraphernalia, such as certain colors, style of dress, and graffiti. Additional

investigation tactics used to identify individuals as members include: (a) identifying

members by their given name and their gang nicknamemoniker or placawhich

appears in graffiti; (b) classifying members as either wannabe (those who are

hanging around and romancing the gang), peripheral, affiliate, or hard-core.
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Compilation and documentation of data are subsequent to data verification by

additional sources (some informants may not be reliable). Law enforcement and

community agencies that encounter gangs on a daily basis are the most reliable

verification sources and can supply additional information to a database. Available

resources and personncl expertise will determine methods of data storage. Effective

methods have key descriptors (coded), cross-referencing, built-in updating

features, and protected access as essential components.

Whether data are stored on computer files or handwritten logs, certain

information is critical (but all of it is not necessary to initiate the record; information

can be added z:t any time). For example, in making gang associations, list the name

of the gang, its known members and those who hang around it; classify the gang

(i.e., delinquent) and members (i.e., affiliate); provide samples of paraphernalia

and graffiti (placas); identify their claimed territory; and list activities the gang has

engaged in at school and in the community. Records of individual members include

vital statistics such as the student's name, address, phone number, name of parent

or guardian, class schedule, gang affiliation, and moniker. Photographs of

members and graffiti (on buildings, walls, desks, hooks, etc.) provide an additional

source of identification.

Another documentation tool is the student profile, referred to by Lal et al.

(1993) as an assimilation profile. School personnel update and evaluate student

progress in the profile at regularly scheduled intervals. Profiles have the same kev

elements, and contain all of the data noted in the identification file, plus this

additional information:

Academic progress, attendance patterns, and disciplinary matters.

Recruitment to and/or involvement in school clubs or activities.

Record of all conferences (note significant results).

Notations of class schedule changes and reasons for the change.

As part of the documentation process, inform members that they are being

investigated, that a file on them is being maintained, and that they and their activities

are heing monitored.
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Building Interpersonal Relationships with Members

Building rapport with students is an arduous process. and requires special

skills usually linked to the leadership or operational style of the adult. Cultivating

the necessary skills to interact with gang members may be difficult, hut not

impossible. Revisiting the reasons for g;'.-ig membership will facilitate this task.

Members are attracted to a gang because it satisfies certain social and emotional

needs not found in the family, society at large, or in the school environment. A

review of school records and discussions with teachers. family members, and

significant others provide clues for approaching and interacting with individual

members.

Learning the names of members is necessary before any attempts at building

rapport can begin. Most students, gang and non-garuz affiliated, feel a sense of

importance when adults at school call them by name. Maintaining the distinction of

the adult position and demanding respect at all times while interacting with the

members is essential. Members do not need another buddy; they have each other.

They do need a person who can assist in their transformation from a gang membr

who engages in unacceptable and antisocial behavior to a person who is accepted by

the society at large.

Lal ( 1991) found that regular contact and communication with members are

most successful in informal settings (i.e.. when hanging out in their claimed

territory). Dialogues with members at regular intel vals and in various situations also

support a wide range of relationships between members and school personnel, just

as interaction among members during milling periods promotes camaraderie.

Initially, members may be wary of and resistant to these efforts, especially if they

know they are being watched. Therefore. first contacts with members should he

positive, brief, and conducted when gang members are together. If a private

conversation with an individual member is desired, a formal setting may best suit

the need. Conferences with individual members provide opportunities to discuss

school progress, home situations, and social activities away from fellow memhers.

When a strong relationship develops between the member and the adult.

discussions can focus on serious issues, such as alternati es to gang membership.
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Involving Gang Members in School Activities

Of all the strategies mentioned thus far, involving gang members in activities

that are school-related, and not gang-related, may be the most difficult. Members

seek respect from each other and from non-gang members and usually find it by

maintaining a tough image. They do not want to be known as a school-boy or

school-girl (terms used to denote the studious). Involvement in school programs

may require members to change their habits and style of dress and they may not

want to sacrifice their gang behaviors for a school-boy or school-girl type image.

Successful involvement strategies are those that give members a sense of pride and

permit them to maintain a semblance of respect from the gang while performing a

responsible function for the school. Lal et al. (1993) provided the following

strategies: assigning members to roles such as office monitors, teachers' assistants,

and ushers; assigning members to school staff as "adoptees"; and encouraging

participation in school clubs and student government.

Providing Educational Alternatives

A review of academic progress, attendance patterns, and disciplinary records is

not only necessary for documentation of gang membership. but it is also helpful in

selecting appropriate alternative educational programs. If members are experiencing

difficulties with their classes, tutoring or modification of their schedule (i.e.,

scheduling academic classes in the morning instead of after lunch) may be in order.

Repetitive problems with attendance and discipline necessitate a more radical

alternative than a simple class change. Options may depend on district programs if

the student has to be removed fmm the school site. and many large school districts

have established alternative programs either at a school or a separate location.

Typically, the goals of such programs are to reclaim students who are having

trouble adjusting to a traditional school setting. who need protection for a variety ()t-

reasons. and/or who have dropped out of school. Although these programs are

viewed as a last resort. they often are the chance a student needs to break away

from undesirable influences, like the gangs.
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ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Engagement strategies are designed to involve different groups of people in the

antigang program processes. Members of thc school staff, family, and community

agencies have a vested interest in ihe education and socialization of today's youth.

Collaboration among these groups to influence and provide alternative avenues for

gang members is successful and necessary. Staff development training sessions.

staff and department meetings, student assemblies, parent conferences, advisory

council and other parent/teacher group meetings, neighborhood watch and other

community meetings are hut a few vehicles that school officials can use to

disseminate information about the program. Small group meetings offer an

environment to share confidential information and solicit assistance for various

facets of the program. Each group has something to offer.

Staff Members

Each school has an abundance of human resources. The principal and/or other

administrators need to know how to find and include the most appropriate people

for special projects, like a gang prevention program. Those staff members who

reside within the school neighborhood and are familiar with the gangs are valuable

and should be encouraged to assist with project elements. Interpersonal relationship

skills emerge as the school leader begins to know and interact with staff members.

Some of the same positive tactics used to gain the confidence of gang members can

be employed with staff. The overriding objective is for them to he aware and

supportive of the school's effort to prevent or reduce gang activity.

Parents and Other Family NIembers

Parents and family Incmhers who have gang involved oungsters have val.\ ing

attitudes ahout gangs. It is not the responsibility of educators to dissuade parents: it

is however, their duty to suppk parents with the knowled:T that will help them

help their child. Parents should he told that their child is gang-affiliated and he

provided with information about the gang. Explain consequences for gang

involvement and urge paients to co rierate with specific disciplinary action



related infractions (especially dress code and paraphernalia violations).

Parents also should be encouraged to attend parent groups or counseling

sessions with their children, and parent conferences, and to become involved in

school activities. Outside agencies can provide necessary assistance and resources

to parents. such as counseling. What is most important is that gang members know

the school has informed their parents about their gang involvement and that the

parents are cooperating with the school to end it. Expectations regarding the

effectiveness of parent involvement should be reasonable. Some hard-core

members may not heed the wishes of parents, but some students at elementary and

secondary schools arc tractable and can be influenced by their parents.

Community Members

Community resources in gang-infested neighborhoods may be sparse because

these neii2hborhoods tend to be depressed socioeconomically. However, the

increase in violence has prompted the Federal government to fund antiviolence or

antigang programs in these areas. Such programs provide counselors to assist

gang-involved youth, their families, and school officials, if requested to do so.

School districts can arrange for regularly scheduled counseling sessions for

individual students or the entire gang, or they can invite the counselor to speak

about e angs to the total student body.

Lal et al. I 1993) discovered that there are usually two or three people in the

conununitv who have established a rapport with the gangs, possess intimate

know ledge about them, and would he willing to share their expertise vvith school

nificiak Their succe,,sful relationships with the gangs promote their employment

as backup security aide', on campus. School officials are cautioned. however, to

in \ estigate the background of all potential volunteers and employees from this pool.

PROGRANI EvALL1TI(iN

one \ ed in the antigang program \. ill want to know the answers to

se% eral din( st ions: I low are w e doMg? Which processes need revising'? Which



strategies worked I t .? Are gang actisities reduced? Are we doing what we said we

would? These questions and many others like them pros ide insights into how

schooi officiak should develop their evaluation of the pnigram. Hans for es luating

program components should be developed prior to program implementation. f)ata

from analysis of the problem will help guide the direction of the evaluation. When

devising evaluation techniques. Lal et al. (19931 recommended that officials take

into consideration: "... school climate and culture, program goals and objectives,

team players and their assigned tasks, and school personnel and students' attitudes

and reactions toward the program- (p.43). Singularly. each of these elements could

generate a mini-evaluation project. Together, they present enormous evaluation

possibilities. Therefore, officials should decide which is the best appri ach for their

particular situation.

One approach focuses ()II t:\ aluation on three aspects: "management of

program operations; execution of tasks, and achievement of goals and ohjectis

(Lai et al., l9q3, p.36). Another approach is bit,gd on the I rattiest, ork of tbe

strategy design discussed above: operational strategies, alternative helms lot

strategies, and engagement strategies. It is not essential to (kvelop an all-inclusise

approach, hut it is imperative that all program processes he evaluate(' to some

degree, with some processes requiring more scrutiny than oihers. Further, some

aspects of the p ogram v.ilI requite ongoln.i. evaluation and oto,ht !cation. v.

others can he evaluated at the end of a specified time period

Val ions took can he used to evaluate speed te elent,..ins of the piogi un.

questionnaires. surveys, interviews, review of school records (comparison of orc

and poA-dress code sit Oiations, for example), ohsers ation of changes ui pip, sit al

es idence (i.e.. noticeithle signs ol gangs) Agam. program processes V. III deterninic

w Inch tools ;Ire 111(1",i 1 licildc. Ioi esample. a questionnalie tit sut scs thm

circulated pm ior to the implementation of strategi,:s ( pre fcrahl, 111L- heginning

the school year) can he circulated again after a specified time hit- a comparison ol

responses. Hr a thorough understanding of es aluation piocesses (includiug

aluation 111'.!111111::nk or ltii)k i. 4116:11,, can ic icy. tfltt pnrchose es alininitn

nraterials or they can RIM Ill !heir district's Research and Fs aluation neparttnent tot

assistance. it is impoitant to tni_ hide a 1)11)0! iffic 11:1 C1,11()11.,

SI1



and or feelings about what has happened at schtiol: Ilas the scliool climate changed:

k It I more positive learning em ironment?

REINVENTING THE GANGS

Establishing a climate for change is not an easy process. especially if the

change focuses on the correction of negative behaviors. In cssenee, the core of any

Png prevention or reduction program is the alteration of the negative behaviors of

the meinhers. Realisticalk , society would not he interested in curtailing the gangs if

thi\ did not engage in negathe behaviors. Gangs w mild be .just like any other

social youth groups, like the Hoy and Girl Scouts, Spanish Club, or I lonor

Societt The common thread or these youth groups is that they are perceived to he

"good" and positive and therefore members are perceived to he "good.- Gangs,

however, are perceived to "had" or negative, and therefore their members are also

perceh,ed to be "bad." "I hese perceptions are based ()11 k% hat each group does, so ihe

goal is to( hange the lk:rceptions h changing the hehavior. This approach is molt;

teahstic luau Its ing to get rid of the gangs altogether at school. School offimals

cannot control the g,ittrs ill the twighhothooil, but the\ call control the helith.101 HI

tIlL gng 1110101cl', (111 L arapti,

ths.L11 ,1 1,11c' hit illItIlektHIni the IliTall1C ehicU.

lit the i,,ings and altm mg negatls e guug hdho. tom. N10-.1 ot thc,e tet_ longues

hem! itied And hiae puosel t he successful in ccitain situations In all

suLeess, the tvernding theme v. as a constant emphasis on the positive and a

ttl titc Ht.t.tatt c I 11 ii ,t1 t thi,,t1 lRhL al dllititt,ft hi

tinti11111 C Ci)11Ctrill:Cs I hi. i,ppri)ach 01,0

thi ,111ohn1 tc.1,1.1 ,h1.titt I ..111." Li 111111,6 ,ind tit it *.chool pen.ohnel It

gclietal 1 the (hot 111:11 negame letia Ito at hI. a thIC MI\

ythil It'10111i oh ,11111'10%. It VOI,It i .11r!Ttt.'d hchIV. ,11,A)

111% iisks and IL'jtiIit' ti HICHIN onit tht: htdit:11 .11,LNi,tch

',
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new approach with the gangs or with individual members that is intended to

normalize their behavior. Normalizing implies that the members must alter the way

they act and dress. Just as the memhers are lured to the gang. alternatives to gang

behavior must also be alluring. Gang members who are recruited for any of the

following activities should he informed ,rhead of time what they will be doing and

how they are expected to behave and dress:

Weekly "nutrition" ineetings in the teacher's cafeteria or fast food locale.

Provide snacks and invite different members each week. Begin with members

from the same gang; later an\ combination of members might be possihle.

limit outings to three or four members, and keep conversation informal.

Occasional outings. Take a gang meinher along with a school official who

has to go the district of rice or a local husiness on an errand.

Prevention program participation. Include members in some ol the
levelopmental stages. Remind them that they are expected to join in the

discussion.

eeting attendance. In\ ite members to attend regular club meetings,

student council meetings. and ad\ isory ( ouneil meetmgs.

Monthly outings. Plan an acti \ it\ , like going to a show . museum. beach,

baseball game. camping or fishing trip. and Invite one or two gang member,.

Encourage school pelsonnel to include ineinhei, in fainik outings.

these dcto. tlic should not he u.cd as rt.v.akls, hut caichd thutighl sliotild he

11.en Int:Ink:I. ale III% or included. FA entualk . all nr!mber, should he

included in some special acti\ it\ . School personnel ma\ Iind that some of these

\ onngIel hra c ne).1 III a heck. h. IlnkellIn. (11 ,i)(11

citaull\ nk,t .1 !wink!) lar,,c in this da\ .tnd age. School reNt mite! 111112.1it

(11-,eo,e1 tin ic,iefliin it Illelnlier In this s il kind (0 titatnnuit. Inc%

di !win Inc rang,,, ,1) II he hotter to Ft:et:Ike II
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SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND THE
LEGAL RIGHTS OF STUDENTS:

SELECTED ISSUES

Dorianne Beyer

BACKGROUND

PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE

Legal decisions and public policies concerning the rights of students in the

maelstrom of school violence must he viewed in the context of the current state of

safety in the schools, both as documented and perceived. There is, in fact, a conflict

between "facts" and "perceptions" with respect to both current and projected levels

of school violence.

A study of the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment found that there were

106 "school-associated violent deaths" nationwide during the two school years

from 1992-94. That figure, thongh deeply disturbing, represents less than one

percent of the 11,300 deaths of all young people aged 5 through 18 in 1992 alone,

half of which were caused hy guns and automobiles. The studys findings

"contradict the impression of schoolyard war zones, given by the widely publicized

killings at or near schools.- said its director (Schools Are Relatively Safe, 1995).

In the 1993 Youth Risk Behavior Survey (1995) of a national sample of

high school students, nearly one-fourth of students nationwide reported they carried

a weapon at least once during the month preceding the survey, hut only 7.9 percent

of them carried a gun. The survey also reported that 4.4 percent of students missed

at least one day of school during the preceding month because they felt unsafe at
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school or travelling to and from school. Over 40 percent of students reported that

they had been in at least one physical fight during the previous year, though only 16

percent of them reported being in a fight on school property. In a similar survey

completed in 1990, nearly 20 percent of all high school students said they had

carried a weapon at least once during the previous month, which is only

insignificantly different from the 1993 finding (Youth Risk Behavior Sunvy,

1991).

Another respected 1993 survey, which polled 1,000 teachers and 1,200

students in grades 3-12, had similar findings: about 22 percent of boys and 4

percent of girls said they had carried guns or knives to school. Further, 23 percent

of students and 11 percent of teachers reported being victims of violence in and

around the schools (The American Teacher, 1993).

With respect to trends, compare the recent statistics cited above with a

survey of the American School Health Association (National Adolescent Student

Health Survey, 1987). Based on a nationally representative sample of eighth and

tenth graders in 20 states, it reported that 50 percent of the boys and 28 percent of

the girls were in at least one fight during the past year. While 23 percent of the boys

reported having carried a knife and 3 percent reported carrying a handgun to school

at least once during the past year, only 7 percent said they carried a knife and 1

percent carried a handgun to school every day. It is important to note that the "past

year" refers to 1986, and that the statistics from surveys done seven years apart are

remarkably constant. Looking at the more distant past also reveals minimal change

in violence benchmarks over time. For example, during the school year 1976-77

almost 8 percent of urban junior and senior high school students missed at least one

day of classes a month because they were afraid to go to school, while 3 percent

said they are afraid most of the time. Also reported was the shocking statistic that

1.3 percent of all high school students were physically attacked each month

(National Institute of Education, 1978).

Such conflicting figures confuse researchers and policy makers and affect

the perception of violence in the schools as well, according to many diverse reports.
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The disparities are reminiscent of Mark Twain's aphorism, "There are lies, there are

damned lies and then there are statistics."

School safety researchers and commentators propose several explanations

for these inconclusive findings. One researcher (Furlong, 1994) documents an

astounding 50 percent rise in the number of articles on school violence published in

high quality newspapers between the entire 10-year period of 1982-92 and the two-

year period of 1992-93. The increased newspaper reporting was found to consist of

many unsourced statistics and uncredited anecdotes, usually of sensational

incidents, and designed to substantiate the pervasiveness of the school violence

problem. Other explanations for the conflicting data are that many of the public

opinion polls and surveys forming the basis of media reports are not scientifically

valid or do not comprise randomly or representatively selected samples. Further,

there seems to be a human phenomenon that the majority of respondents genuinely

believe that violent crime is on the increase and that the schools are becoming less

safe.

One consequence of the perception of widespread and growing school

violence is that generally the rights of school administrators take precedence over

the rights of students when matters of school safety are at stake. Legal decisions

usually grant a wide array of powers to schools to enable them to fulfill a court-

perceived urgent and increasing need to ensure school safety without restrictions.

KEY LEGAL ISSUES

When the courts arbitrate between the need for school safety and the rights

of all citizens, including students, to enjoy constitutional protections, there are

several issues of special interest. Two in particular are notable because they arise

most frequently and also serve as guideposts for drawing the line between the often

competing demands of safety and rights. First, school searches of students and

seizures of their property in accord with the Fourth Amendment comprise a cutting

edge issue for both the courts and school authorities, as drugs and gang

paraphernalia have entered the schoolhouse to threaten its security. A case newly

decided by the U.S. Supreme Court sets the current direction in the judicial review
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of school authorities' powers to prevent the possession and use of drugs in the

school setting ( Vernonia School District 47J v. Acton, 1995).

The second issue involves a new legal development that sets some limits to

the broad array of actions permitted for school authorities. The case of U.S. v.

Lopez (1995), decided by the Supreme Court this past Spring, and concerning the

constitutionality of gun-free school zones, offers some guidance on the boundaries

of school actions, even when in furtherance of decidedly necessary goals.

It must be noted that there are many additional critical issues related to

school violence that will not be discussed here, but that nevertheless should be

studied by school authorities. Perhaps the most significant are the Fourteenth

Amendment standards of procedural and substantive due process, as mandated

when punishing violent or drug abusing students. These due process guarantees are

applied to such punitive remedies as corporal punishment and separation from

other, orderly students, through suspension, expulsion, and similar actions that are

also intended to ensure a productive educational environment. Some of the more

common procedural due process issues include students' rights to know the charges

against them and the basis for the charges, such as statements of their accusers,

their right to confront ac,:users or rebut evidence, as well as their right to be

represented by their parents or other adults. Legal controversies concerning

substantive due process include the standards set by school authorities that trigger

student suspensions or expulsions. Additional issues also concern the nature and

adequacy of public education alternatives for those either suspended or expelled

from their usual public school programs, as states most frequently have legislated

an absolute duty to educate all of their young citizens until the lawful school

withdrawal age, which is usually 16.

Other major issues not reviewed here include school districts' civil liability

for student violence against teachers or other students, governmental immunity,

constitutional issues related to dress codes and other school policies that may

involve students' First Amendment civil liberties, drug free school zones, and

criminal prosecutions for assault and battery.
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This review will concentrate only on the constitutional issues summarized

aboveschool searches and seizures and limits to school actions in their areas

because of space limitations as well as the author's qualitative judgment. The

selected topics include Fourth Amendment developments, a.s those are the most

frequently litigated of all student legal issues, and therefore of the most widespread

and intense interest. These issues were chosen to present and analyze several very

recent and significant Supreme Court cases, which many readers may find

unfamiliar at this early date since their decision.

One final caveat: education is almost exclusively a matter of state and local

laws, regulations, and policies, rarely involving the Federal government or Federal

powers, except for the courts' interpretations of constitutional protections in the

school setting. Consequently, although this essay will cite many state and local

laws and legal decisions as illustrations of legal principles or debate, it cannot

include all state and local laws or serve as a complete guide for school

administrators nationwide. Since each locality has its owns rules on these issues,

state and local school authorities must check their own jurisdiction's laws,

regulations, and policies to ascertain the legal parameters of their own actions,

rather than rely upon the examples cited here.

SCHOOL SEARCHES OF STUDENTS AND

SEIZURES OF THEIR PROPERTY

GENERAL ISSUES

The U.S. Supreme Court and state courts have very gingerly both bestowed

and limited Fourth Amendment rights upon public school students in a series of

cases over several decades. Recent cases may indicate that the delicate balance

between student rights and school safety procedures is strongly tilting towards the

rights of school authorities to proactively isolate and reduce perceived causes of

school violence. Starting in 1968 and culminating in 1984, the law of the land

concerning the status of students vis-a-vis school authorities shifted to a more

constitutional basis. Prior to that time, student rights in school were defined by the
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common law doctrine of in loco parentis, which for centuries posited that school

officials were given the right, duty, and responsibility to act in the place of a parent.

Their right to act included the power to search students for illegal items, or for items

merely considered to be contraband under state or local law or school district

policies, without the warrant or probable cause prerequisites mandated for all other

citizens mder the Fourth Amendment. State laws, as upheld by their state courts,

permitted such school action when, for example, student searches were deemed to

be in the "best educational interests of all the students- (New York Education Law,

1978; Illinois Revised Statutes, 1978). Any search based upon the much lower and

non-constitutional standard of "reasonable suspicion" was found to be in accord

with the doctrine of in loco parentis; it was accepted by the courts as necessary and

reasonable in light of public necessity to maintain school discipline and order and

the longstanding social concept of the parental powers of school authorities ( People

v. Jackson, 1971/1972).

The doctrine of in loco parentis began crumbling in 1968, when Tinker v.

Des Moines Independent School District ( 1969) found for the first time that

constitutional rightsin this case, the First Amendment right to wear a black

armband in school as symbolic speech in protest against the Vietnam Warwere

applicable to students. In landmark language that has been repeatedly cited, if not

always upheld, thc court said, "It can hardly be argued that either students or

teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the

schoolhouse gate" (Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District, 1969,

pp.506, 511).

The question of whether l'ourth Amendment protections against

unreasonable searches and seizures applied to students when searched by school

authorities, and if so, with what restrict ions, if any, was left unanswered by

Tinker. It was not resolved until 1985, in New Jersey v. T.L.O. (1)851. In that

ease, a teacher found a student (called T.L.O. in the case, to protect her , onthful

identity ) smoking cigarettes in the high school bathroom, in violation of a school

rule. When taken to the assistant vice principal's office, she denied the accusation

and claimed she wasn't a smoker. When thc assistant vice principal opened

T.L.O.'s purse, he found not only a pack of cigarettes hut also rolling papers
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associated with marijuana use. He then thoroughly searched her purse and found

marijuana, a pipe, plastic bags, a large sum of money e list of students who owed

T.L.O. money, and two letters that involved her in dealing marijuana. When she

was arrested on drug charges. she claimed that the evidence found in her purse

should be suppressed as the fruits of an unreasonable search and seizure.

Since the Fourth Amendment only protects citizens against unreasonable

searches and seizures by the government and its agents, there were two threshold

questions to he answered. First, the issue of the application of the Fourth

Amendment to students had to he resolved. It was decided that students subjected to

school searches are, in fact, covered by the Fourth Amendment. For the first tiine,

school officials were charged with acting in furtherance of publicly mandated

educational ana disciplinary policies that made them car more akin to governmelit

agents, the very subject of Fourth Amendment restrictions, than to parental

surrogates under the doctrine of in loco parenfis and free from constitutional

restraints.

The next question to he consil'ered was whether the search was reasonable,

as guaranteed by the Fourth Amenument. As discussed, the Fourth Amendment

requires a warrant and probahle cause before a search is considered reasonable.

However, there are several exceptions to the imposition of that formulaic and high

standard. The T.L. O. court carved one such exception to the normal standard and

found that the Fourth Amendment's requirement of reasonableness wil`, Mel ii

school authorities acted without a warrant, but w ith

giounds tot suspecting that the seardi w ill tuin
e idence that the student has violated or is\ iolating either the lav or
the rule,' of the -,chool. Such a search will he permissible in its scope
w lien the incii,nre., iiklitpted are reasonabh related to the objccti es
of the search and are not ext essi eb, intrust e in light ()I the age and
sex of the student and the ii,iture ol the infraction 0', v

T.L.O., 1985. p.73.1)

III the case, all constitutional principles were found to he honored iind the

nlnce if drur v. a ldriu s.tudent.

\ the -ica.onablc 1,1I1(1,11(1 its c11!:1',1\ ed iii sttiiuc. It
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permitted school authorities to lawfully search students upon the passage of its two-

prong test: the search must be reasonable in inception and reasonable in scope,

"Reasonableness" at the inception, or as the standard to be met as the cause (4 a

search, is the key watchword for school administration compliance with search and

seiture guarantees. To ensure that the grounds used to suspect illicit or infrachng

behavior are reasonable. they should considei "the child's age, history, and school

record, the prevalence and seriousness of the problem in the school to which the

search was directed, the exigency to make the search without delay, and the

probative value and reliability of the information used as a justification for the

search- (State v. McKinnon, 1977. cited in New Jersey v. T. L.O., I 985, p.7..M.

To ensure that the scope or implementation of the search is equally "reasonable."

school administrators must also lunit the intrusiveness of the search in conformance

with their reasonable assessment of the child's age, sex and the nature of the

infraction. As the inu usiveness of a search expands, the Fourth Amendment's

protections also enlarge to require a higher degree of "reasonable suspicion,- more

closely resembling -probable cause,- to justify, for example, a strip search (M.P.

v. :Wm 1979, cited in New Jersey v. 1985, p.742 f As mentioned

above, the court was explicitly acting in recognition of the difficulty of maintaining

classroom order, due to its perception of drug use and increased violent crime on

school campuses. however erroneous this perception might be.

These tests of rea'onahlencss were given more detailed meatung and

expanded application in later cas,es. which measured T. L. (1.'s requirements against

various fact patterns, some of which are discussed below, which enable a crude

mapping of its validity and reach today. It must he noted. however, that T. L.(). and

ptogcm onI, fcducc the con .titutionallY mandated -,taliclaid hunt a V. ai milt and

pi oboble cause to a tt. -reasonable suspicion- v. hen student sewehes ale

done b s hool pei,onnel. and twi . or rwo, nut include schoul wcurio, ruartk,

kr,ed upon a particular lay and its interpretation. When a student seateh

conducted by the police oi other law enforcement of f ict'rs or 110% ernmental agents,

even if on or about the school grounds and ex en V. hen done in response tu ond

the ph sical presence and collaboration of school authorities, the constitutional

effect is quite different. ln those suu,ttions. the ,t.4alell utak( 1):: Hi hill coloplidnee



with all the prerequisites of the Fourth Amendment. namely a warrant and probable

cause.

In general. the courts have upheld most searches upon most grounds

offered by school authorities, although there are no infallible rules to assure

administrators that any particular search will pass muster in front of any particular

court. However, as to the requirement of a search's "reasonableness in inception-

in the decade since T. L.0.. it is known that those responsible for a search must he

able to clearly articulate the school rule or law that has allegedly been violated.

Searches must also be based upon information, facts, or circumstances that would

lead a reasonable person to conclude that unlawful or infracting evidence will be

found from the seareh. Thus. searches must be based upon some type of evidence.

not upon hunches, guesses. or unreasonable surnUse., (Simlent Scarches and du.

L(1w. 1Q05). The information must be recent and credible and must connect the

student to the violation. Students' tips have heen found to be acceptable information

and are presumed to be reliable ( McKinne, 1)94),

As to the second pronF of the T. 1.. O. test, the requirement that a search he

"reasonable in scope- means that the size of the item sought in the search, based

upt 01 the e\ idence iii in rkt.' to it lawful search. must be considered to properly

limit the student's propert to be searched. For e \ample. ;I credible information

was received about ;t student's alleged possession of a rifle, a search of the

'Ayr, hut Hot 0 her oi his w allet. oould be reasonable. Next, in order

to cattail an unacceptable el ot intrusi eness, the scope of the search must be

Itittited f0, the se\ el tt\ ol the school rule OF lay. idlegetil being violated. Thus. to

,carch for a missinz two dollar,. school authorities cannot compel a student to

stihmu ttstlIpse.IILII

',11111v It:L":111 Ill V. huch the tv t one leasonahleness test w

suj:ce'"t uhh iPPhlel int. lade:

A mtmilor. %Alm, seeing that some students were inebriated. in

ci nut il\ cnti n ot chool pohc\ i,nik them to a ryi%ate orrice and asked them

ti 1,1(0.\ (01 hci t ace .1hIttlia-; hool 1)Rtrict No. H. I O9,2



Upon hearing an unusual thud when a student threw lik bag (into a metal

cabinet, a security guard rubbed his hand along the bag to feel for a gun

(Matter of Gre,vory M., 1991/19)3).

Upon a student's report to a guidance counselor that another student

possessed an illicit drug. the administrator searched the latter student's hook

bag, because the administrator also had knowledge that the student had been

previously disciplined for possession of a controlled substance (Stah.

Moore, 1992).

What cannot and will not be condoned b., the courts ate searches that are

performed with malicious intent to deprive students of tlieir rights, those whet e

school officials know or should have known that their actions violated students'

rights, those that are capricious or discriminatory, and those that do not closek

follow s.:hool search policies. In T.A.0 'B. v. Shae (19i4). for example, a teacher

who saw two students "exchange something- in an "off limits- area (although no

sign or general student knowledge sugge,ted the item wit!, omtraband). one

of them was holding an unlit cigarette (though u. lrijuanit sIlloke or smell could

he detected). claimed that he had fulfilled the "reasonable ,tispicion- test prior to

performing a pat-down and wallet seatch of the student holding the cigalette, which

did disclose the student's pion o!' marijuana, Flie cowl, however, found (hat

the search was without reasonable ,islocion. ,ince the teacher could not at t14:111,11e

V. hat school rule or law wa, being broken, ilor could he point to any information

that would lead a reasonable person to conclude tl..1th a search of the student'. %%alio

would disclose marijuana. And. ot cuuic. no aichi o .orstiticd id ter Ilk. tad 1.,

any contraband it may reveal. An unconstitutional search leaves the school disnict

open to civil damages for their v inlinion of ciil fiom Inch the), ale

aot immune. In addition. a school (ditcial who w illfulk violate, a "Indent's nut

can be criminally prosecated.

The case law on ,tudent search and seirure has Yielded a few other u.clul

factors to consider when conducting a search to ensure that it is reasonable at the

inception and In scor2. Tk.% include lie stun lent's age, histi , and

the prevalence and ,ertousnes, ot the so peded nilraction (.1 tamp.' a, a



)ol ploblein; the exavenvy 1111111 th!' 101(1111 !t1IS tIi hotil

ftUici,tK prior etiNrionce with the stlIdent, imd the evidentiiity Nalue and reliabilib,

ot the information used to justify the 'Search Rapp, 1994

The followinp sections outline the more common typt ". of searacs

conducted in ,,chook.

Scingn LOCKER SE8RCHES

Most Icral authorities state that the \Alit) of locker searches is dependent

tii thc students' reasonable c pectations ot iiiStY, svhich can ht. ,itiv( fcd h,

'.l.111411 1t I1it liCsiritatilir tlit. it)Ckt.'N i Allklit N1:1101)1 I /I uptqty, and 'audent

mint), '1(1011 that OW whold conduLt pliodic searches tor conhaband oi will

ictain a nitister key to the locker tor spot checks (Student Scarcity.% wul the I ifiv,

The thew 1, pwat ,. that tinle:0, ,1.111)01 districts have w inch aIRI dknibuted a

loelet policy to ',Indents, students 111',1 have a htrh elutatIun of pi P,

(.chool illlitinrifier, HMVhalx to mect hirher corkntutional ,,tandahr. to conduct a

locker scarch. 'lite Icahn, is that the coons have fails,. tolind 11,01 lo,"1\cr ei h

they didn't like, a their application ot / "reasonable in hyht of all the

cncuilmances" tct has allowed ',tate cowl, to (oxhide w hato,ci e \pectatIon

iisac other Litiiew, may hase Its similar irLurth,tatkes. ItP)I

hCIC s ists 1V11,11111! that t.ik law, `,L11001 111..11 Iii RTtlI,Illk uf. V, (111(.11 ',[1111111

politic', that reilune to In,lilltA111 ClIqlit11111`.111p ova Illd t inhqin

students ot this poitc% Iii 55Iitifl 55111 MCI-fide ank, student piisae. concern, that

hi thz'oletL aiR i led to di di a a eu

N F Hill F SF 1R. Ill-

'ommon esie nw'llt lead to the that thy law ot ehtcic

- AL. ott ci:timilb,

theor% . Ili'v.sct. thc.'s s.111,1 s cli tlwir .eciets in the taLT ill I 1, (1

tt',A Iii ,Shift Sbith'i PM()) it,1 et.1111HC. thC fAitilt !Wind it

It'aildhIC tot an adnunt,natotictilw on a tip that a soident w Inatimana

out ot cal in the ,,,hool paikalii' 110. ft' J.1.11.:11t.. lothme :ORA



',HUH kik and ple..e. 411 pallet %Ault a telephone payei

number ).ritten un them %%ere hifind, ,,u114101 wctimo, ruard,, k'tt'l-t. called in,

lotind nothinr iii die ttit1eitt loAer Ne \t, the securib, olheer ,,c,trehed the

,t11.1dClIt.'t Car. and hiltiII I paizer and a notebook t..ontaininr notation,. of name,, and

dollar iiiii'tiitI. I he sectild, olheer then hutweeded 10 open the car trunk ttiiI

lo:ked hrtetc,i,e 1)1.11111111.1dt: It, tIthalt\ i er Mo t'Std11`, iI nutrquana. ,11thiuntli

the qudent objected it) the e.ucI ul like,u and locked kit:lease, the cow t lound

dna the need to make ,LealLh t),ithout delak, in ddition to other lactor,, made it

kirk. ii iiiiI ct,11,[itutitoLd IOW stt.'ilt It) 1111111Cdittreht ',cdh.11 cal uiil Iui,tc,ic

(11,1111,01111r ,11)0111.' It't'iddlIP: ',Cho ttil 114 1,kti , it r, 11(.111111i kit

dr.111-k It) L"tttilill'11 tt MI% !'c'. Hilt u ttuhl, utuI lit Ittuilie

d 1)1 pet lifit, %.'t hit 11 Cletti I% ',talc', the %Chn tti

t' hi' 'I(' I 'quilent ortil the I ow, 190')I. A di,aillatnal itt

c.r., km and t' uiIkiiiiilitI¼"iIht' III dle iutiiuhti,itiii (11,0

'A hold huoreib,. uii 1),".eal, h..LI s.eLach,-. ale in ompliant c %%Oh the / /. ()

,,tantlal(1,.. I lov,c,.ci lot ekcy, huit. 1.1\t. eilh,ik (Allyn( 0,tuld

Ldled in to pcihuni

Si .i« \II I ki ion °Al %t 111..1L,

t .1111111..1i t hool iii ii 'I c Iii u iii hi t ii ill it ii

ti..It'.. hit II liii ii'O t 1111,111t 11 t'Ititilitk. III ptli..1,th/d ti

Ita ,..,11Lui, It L e (b. L tlkiLliUttil ol an clink, L.11,0i tit

i11111,161,, tal h. 0.. tjt I. it th,ik of, h, ii

, rliItIiIthI ,111,11,111,:e ith th: oinn on etc delmmon

.11 lid. itilt 1..11 410 I

Ittklunthih,:d ii I h: tht h It., HI ohil

1:,.tHt1111111'..4 1.11.,11, I*1111!' I11,111\

r \ e l ` , 1 1 , 1 \ 1,,*\ 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 % , and Hoomnr' aRk. c.,,,unrIc ii vouild

tor 1.11101;10LO ,00,.IN I

to th,L.n io.reto. in,lc.1% he tue th:\ UP' It Int.. k_ht.01 I Ow.

.\ I 10,!1 1,111W ,11. I 1.'11 1,I1 11,1\ t'

L11111 .1 .1 tOte i't 1,111,1..111, 11..10,11y; I.: I. II..., '1 ,11. I t.I Ii 11,',111,)11,



Judicialk , there have been only a handl ul ot cases on this issue and none

luo,c keen on the Federal loci, They do, however, indicate a similar direction to

permit non-individualized searches by metal detector. One theory holds that such a

search is realb; an "adminktrative search," much like airport security metal detecuir

use (Pc,,ph, e. Dukes rnder the "administrative search" doctrine, such

searches arc reasitnablc as part of a regulatory scheme in furtherance of an

adminktrative purpose, rather than as part of a criminal investigation to secure

e identx ot crime (Rubin, I903). Other ckiurts genei ally iceognize a balancing test.

weighing the pm acy interests ii the attected citizens against the government's need

to conduct the suspicionless watch and the e \Wilt H its intiusioll (National

rca.witv 1-iiijil1 ici-. In ion I. Von k,i,1 It)8())

In a Attoino, ienciaLs ( /pinion 1092), the "icasonahlenes.

stalhlaril H F./ U. was again found to apply, on the gnmnd,, thal 'FL U. did not

pieclude wirche, based upon noir indk idualized smpicion, lolly iv, the\ %Vele

11111MIA, e and tpund II b.! necessitated thy particulai ctinditions

pio,ailing al a La:hool Ihiu, UR pioper (-pulse .,,oult1 be tot a school or district to

cicate i tockd detek-nil utilization polic,, staiiiw the ()MAIO livcc,,,a1N, kin Inylal

drIccholi HI Upon Ich,lhht: data trI

V.captill,.. I )ekilheth 1111es .tholit the W.(' (4 (hetet:kW. It) elvaile

that the 11.1.sofh1I Ilfinindon I, a., hlinalhal poydhle votihiiaii'ht helphil ii

prp.:eilmes could include ,u%nri,

ad\ allIe notice pl the tr,e ot detecttii .. requesting students to t. mpt, their pocket.,

Iwtoie the detector search. and asking a student to go tt, a pro.ate arca ton an\

'It a I .t1h.,,al(R..hr

SI 14CIII s

I he nwie pp,eion, thc, thipc,:. on school 'ititilids has

tilL tissed as a threat to school salet% and security in case atter ca...e, ithout

e \animation or citatipl ot an\ ..% I len -e of a. causal effect bctw cen drug pos,,c,,Ion

.md un,ate ,,cluiols flue peiception Pi the inherent and to.ciwbelming d -tiger 01

',Oct\ lea-. lied us zcinth in tile recent! . ided ,t.,( /10,1



Mgt let 47.1 V. :1( ton (1995 ).0.) be discussed later, hut other eases concerning drug-

snif fing dogs also rely on that implicit assumption.

Although the V.S. Supreme Court has not ruled on the constitutional limits

on drug snif ling, hy dogs as a student search issue, kmer Federal courts have been

divided on the threshold question of whether sniff ing constitutes ant "search- at all.

Fifteen years ago. in Doe r. kentrost. 19SOn trained dogs went up and down the

classroom roWs ()toyer 2,510 tumor and senior high school students, snit ling lor

drugs. 11 the dog responded to a particular student, that student tt as searched.

sometimes strip searched. When such a student sued the school district for an

unlaw ful sciuch, the court held that the 'auth v, as no search at all and that the school

authorities had acted leasonahlt in searching the possessions of the student alter the

dog indicated the pr'sence ot drugs. flow el. It ako 1 ound that. pursuant tit

O., the strip search had been impermissibk intrusite in scope and theiefore

umeasonable under the Fouith Amendment. Mant cummentatuis, as V. cll as iiuluei

i.tuut det..1..ions troni the ,anie period, hat e been critical of that technical denial of

,,tudcnt ii hut. and have posited dif ferent lindmrs. In Horton v. Goose Creek

bulepellactit 1t.w1 ns1111 I I 19S2.1, the court found that N111111111., a per,,on V. as in

t a h. as students pet sons certaink are not the sublect ol lowered

e \pectations pt ac, in school, and that the Fouith Amendment applies tt ith it

t idlest t Igo] agatiit MO, Intl lt,1()11 (41 the human hoLlt . Consequentk. 1.% hell IllIBCd

(t) the I. anal .1s, sill( (111! a Audcnt would onk he NI-muted altei theie is d

teasonahle. indit nludhied uspictun ol a ,,tildent.,, acothilime, jo

.lenntnt.,s t. it),hita Independcnt ni.Stru I I I 9;1)

lepognant 1, (he /10/.1(0/ and sli //MHO cill.111, found drug stun It nv ti the

hndik pont cted integuit it the hls.thvs tUum,1 no 'diet, hm, lei hi iippim

of inanimate ohjets. hamek students' 1,), kers and cats. such

',catching Y.a found to hc paiticuldik acceptable it the student c\pectation it

p i \ ay% ID lockers and Cats Is hlnited k school policies that we know n to Ihem 011,1

th.,0 ,,p;:enk ,,chk)ol retentton of some tights o'er that properk Further, the counts

iedsoned, school stall memheis sunplt walking through the loAei ilica or the

stud:lit parknc lot st lu hut IO c \ample, soRdled qoaho sihu1,e, v.ele



passing by public areas. They came across items or smells in "plain view" and

therefore were not intruding in any way that constituted a search.

One case at the lower court level goes even further towards protecting

students from drug-sniffing. In Jones v. Litexo Independent School Distri(t

980), drug-sniffing of all students and their vehicles was considered a "search"

and further found to he unreasonable. The court here found that the absence of

individualized suspicion, the use of large. trained, attack animak, the detection of

odors outside the range of the human nose, and the intrusiveness of a search of the

students' persons combined to make the sniffing unreasonable. Thus, it followed

that since the students had no access to their cars during the school day, the

school's interest in sniffing the cars was minimal and therefore searching them was

also unreasonable. In soundly rejecting the Doe view, it posited the dictum that

although the school en\ ironment Ixas a factor to be considered, it did not

automatically outweigh all other factors and thereby make all searches reasonable.

DIZVG TES LING

'ntil last 'ear, the short answer to the question of whether schools could

in,indate all or a class ol students to submit to blood and urine tests for drugs, NA. as

"no" (Pricy. fO4 It had been tint% ersalk found that, een if the purpose of the

test was sIcl inedied. it w ould iolate the reasonable pi i% erpectation ot

cluldien ;lb Ken: ie. l'Wo. An Arkansas school lioard's tkc of urine

anaksis testino: of arp, student suspected of drug or alcohol use for am reason. and

its null/atom of test iesilt' espl ati tuiknt found tu ha\ cs.en a trat:e ()I

liues, dkido )1. kir tli¼F (I hi IM:d ltticc In then s stein. was snnilark halted b%

ilk' i."!int Icl'11`itiffil lb the Constitution, as well as. to otir common sensc of

students' integrib, LIttalle Toot In I 09-1, James Rapp. a noted education

ci unmentator, stated that the omit', v etc hesitant h tincourarx the uii,e tit

involuntan, blood tests. breathak /er tests. and the Ide. but considered urine tests to

en more intrusk e than breithab /el.,. His stud% or a inet \ or cases led him to

onclude that the sectilid piotic of the I. / test. ot "reasonable m ,,cope," s, ould

hac to h

(1'



The permissible scope of mandatory dru2 ,:ts for all students as part of

required medical check-ups, and not as a precondition tor participation in athletic

programs, was reviewed in Odenheint r. Carlstadt-Ea.st RuthellOrd Regional

Se /tool District (1985). In this case the New Jersey Superior Court struck down a

school district policy requiring all students in the district to take a urine test for

medical purposes. The policy was found to be constitutionally defective, since the

drug tests were considered a "search- under T. L. O., and therefore the mandatory,

mass nature of the search was impermissible. The court, in fact, called this policy

"an attempt to control student discipline under the guise of medical procedure."

Courts also made a distinction made between mandatory and voluntary drug

testing, since the latter, being based upon censent, involves no Fourth Amendment

protections. However, the differences blur when the tests are used as a precondition

for school enrollment or for participation in extracurricular activities. Until June 27,

1995, courts were split on drug testing as a precondition for participating in

extracurricular activities, with some courts approving it exactly because these

act iv i ties are voluntary (Student Searches (Ind the Law, I 995 ).

This situation changed, however. with Acton I. Vernonia School District

-17J ( 199 I ). which involved the refusal of James Acton's parents to sign a form

consenting to a urinalysis that might test their son for a variety of drugs, i f James

were randomly selected by school authorities as part of the school's newly

instituted mamlatorv random drug testing program. The school authorities admitted

that James was not suspected of drug use, hut claimed that their urinalysis policy

was the result of their heing at their "w its' end- mei- how to sol c their perceived

grow ing drug problem (Daniels. 1995 ). James Acton, as a consequence of his

parents refusal to comply with the drug testing policy, was denied a spot on the

school's football team. As the case wended its way to the U.S. Supreme Court,

,,chool oft iciak stressed then claim that they were justified in implementing their

random testing program to stop the results of increased drug use in their rural

Oregon school. They pointed to the increasingh rowdy and anti-authoritarian

behavior of their athletic teams as the initiating catalyst for the policy. The 9th

Circuit Court of Appeals agreed with the Actons. Found the mandator% policy to he

an "onrea,amable L'arch- and rotNinLzh. ',dated that "clnldren. qudenk, do not hine



to surrender their right to privacy in order to secure their right to participate in

athletics."

The U.S. Supreme Court did not agree, and once again tipped the scale in

favor of educators' efforts to maintain school order and discipline and against the

preservation of individual students' rights to privacy as guaranteed by the Fourth

Amendment ( Vernonia School District 47J v. Action, 1995). In this final appeal of

the Vernonia Case, the court, in a 6-3 ruling, reversed the lower courts and found

that the district's policy conformed with the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendmer13. It

ruled that, although the urine test was a "search" it was "reasonable," because

legitimate governmental interests outweighed any intrusion on a student's privacy

rights. The court found that athletes have an even further reduced expectation of

privacy than other students, because they are more closely regulated on many

issues, such as grades and medical condition, and are subjected to communal

undressing and showering situations, further obviating any claim of physical

privacy.

Further, the court found that the urine test procedure was negligihly

intrusive, even though students had to divulge the prescription drugs they were

taking at the time, since the process was akin to public restroom conditions and the

test was being used only to determine illicit drug use rather than to identify any

medical situation. In an outright reversal of previous rationales, the court

emphasized that a random drug testing policy was better than suspicion-based

testing because the latter would turn the process into a badge of shame and would

also permit teachers to arbitrarily test "troublesome but not drug-likely students."

B (My SF:ARCHES

Strip searches invade the most private sphere of students, their bodies. Thus

the lawfulness of such searches e\'okes the most careful scrutiny of the courts In

order to comply with the second T. L.0. prong. of "reasonableness in scope." a

strip search should he performed only under the most extreme circumstance. It

should be based on ample, reliable evidence of immediately dangerous drugs or

weapons. and must he consistent with the student's age and sex. liven under those

7 I



circumstances, a prudent school official should seek justifying evidence that almost

or in fact meets the "probable cause" standard of the Fourth Amendment as applied

to non-students. A visual or manual body cavity search, involving the visual

examination or touching of the student's anal and genital areas, should never be

conducted by school personnel: it should be a police matter only (Student Searches

and the Law, 1995).

CASE LAW TRENDS

AGAINST STUDENT RIGHT'S

Although the Supreme Court in Vernonia (1995) expanded the types of

"searches- found to he "reasonable,- particularly in permitting school authorities

wider latitude in addressing the drug problems in their schools, it did not abandon

the T.L.O. tests of "reasonable in inception and scope.- But there is no escaping the

conclusion that any remnant of a requirement of individualized suspicion as the

prerequisite for a search has thoroughly faded. Rather, the clear direction of the

courts is to uphold any school policy that is based on a known problem, whether or

not any specific student has been found to he a part of that problem.

Other suspicionless searxhes, such as those by metal detectors and drug-

sni fling dogs, as previously discussed, will probably become more broadly'

permissible as well. The Federal and state courts have indicated that student drug

possession and presumed or actual usage. without violence or coercion is, in itself.

a direct threat to school satety therefore. the intrusion ol inandat ,ry drug testing, at

the least, is permissible by school autliorities. Some commentators have concluded

that, alterVernonia. suspicionless searches of all t\ pes w ill be easier to justify and

will only require that school authorities' search actions are "reasonable,- a

requirement they can easily fulfill hv merely acting to ensure a safe learning

environment. Hencet orth, the effort to balance student rights ith school safet\

needs, and the ensuing detailed application of the two-prong T. I..0. test, \

become eroded further or actually discarded. It is suggested that Veimmia's

",.easonable- standard would he met simph 11\ educators' know leke of the curient

72



campus environment; given acceptance of the connection between student conduct

and unsafe learning conditions, policies to correct unacceptable conduct will likely

be legally sanctioned (James & Pyatt, 1995).

It would, therefore, be difficult to imagine a suspicionless search that would

not meet the "reasonable" standard. It is also surely a giant step further away from

the full application of the Fourth Amendment to students. The shadow of the Fourth

Amendment that still protects students is certainly not as long as that cast in the

direction of citizens who are not students. Further, the Vemonia Fourth

Amendment standards no longer encompass an objective and balanced weighing of

the interests between student rights and school safety needs, as has characterized

the previous line of Supreme Court cases. From this point forward, it is realistic to

assume that the Supreme Court will permit school authorities to put their fingers on

the scales of justice, as they will be judicially supported in tilting the weight

towards their broadened powers.

FOR INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

While Vernonia broke new and startling ground in apportioning power and

rights between schools and students, another N.ery recent Supreme Court case. U.S.

i. Lpe: 1995), Sets Some limits on thc untrammeled exercise of schools' rights to

respond to perceived safety concerns. In its 5-4 decision, the Court found that the

constitutional justification tor the I 9 Gon-Free School Zones Act was

unpersuasive and therefore [tiled that this Federal law, banning the possession ot a

In cam) ithin 1.000 leet ot a school, is unconstitutional. Without defending

possession or firearms within school areas, this decision did limit !he reach of the

Commerce Clause of Article I of the 1. S Constitution. finding that claims ot

increased school iolence could not overrid,.' an absence of a constitutional basis fol.

the disputed Act. The Federal government arid four dissenting Justices had

ad% ocated the retention of the Act. urging the court to affirm their claim that (he

Conimerce Clause permitted such legislation. since the disruptions caused 1)1. gun

(hence in schools or .dlool areas diminished student' abilit.N, to learn and

teachers' ahilities to teach, which acherseb, alit:Lied the ihitioli's productoih, and

thercloie made this issue one ol commercial (.oncern 111.S c Lopc:,



Gun Free School 7aines, 199fiL

The r najority however, did not define the issue as the advisabilitY ii

necessity of instituting gun free zones around school areas, a goal with xhich an N,

concerned citizen could agree: rather it focused on the viability of the constitutional

at gurnent offered by school authorities to lawfully justify its dehneation of such

zones. As noted, in a rare case of prioritizing constitutional lawfulness over school

authority assertions of safety needs, the court disagreed with an unbounded

definition or commercial interests subject to the Commerce Clause. The court's

position was so rare, in fact, that 1.01)ezv,as the first time in nearly 60 years that the

Supreme Court overturned an act of Congress that had a direct effect on private

activity, based on its commerce power (Epstein, 1995). Ameliorating some of the

imbalance between the proper allocation ol rights and authority in recent decisions,

the Lope: decision does offer sr)rne hope that the mere assertion of schools' needs

to control violence will not merride all considerations of students intik idual and

rroup rights to be treated ils citizens under the Constitution.

CONCLUSION

With respect to students' rights in school. the current juridical direction or

hourth Amendment law is or the most dubious legal, historical. and societal Merit.

It hlrillights k,ociely'`, tears ot and disrespect tor children and the pancit ol

alternatives to police-type enforcement measures under consideration ill the sch(ltds.

,Ind Indicate,. that ,chottl author ines ah: tio ,t2iant stmlents co

semblance of the cad iilits and co. ii fiber nes the test of the nation's COI/

considei Inalienable The first line of detense of school administrators is ro brime in

nroie military measures. w ith car searches. metal detectors. UMW anal,,,es. and

drug-sniffing Logs. The cases reported here. a ell as man% others tint th,Lal.e,!,

hare it tenor of frustration and in, ster la I ,a the pan of administrators to ,,top the

inIknee and drugs. by any means necessary . What is also .tmsed in the mans

ass is th,a the onis itNliniquys tired %%etc those of law clittqc"L'Illelli

heie I hf AL.% el, a v.nfailh nt iintiniiiiniinin mid WIRT Jito.11
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alternatives to police-type school iolence pre% ention strategies. Law -related

educatum (I.RE) is a fresh approach to redueing the causes of school violence earl\

and continually throughout a students education. It is a generic, interdisciplinary

direction to education combining particular kinds of content (related to ndes, law s,

and legal systems) with interactive instruction, adaptable to any grade level and

intended to continue through all grade levels. The core of ERE: is problem-solving,

both as part of a group process and on an individual basis. since social conflict is at

the core of both school violence and the legal issues that arise from it. Its aim is

specificall.v to instill non-aggressive social probleni-solving abditic, %Odic

helping students become good cin/en,,. Its method is to integrate into all curricula

illustrations of common, student-relo ant issues in the contnt of legal lights and

responsibilities (McBee, 1(m5).

Eaw -related education is related to student conflict resolution and mediation

naining, including student courts. All of these initiatives plot ide early and constant

education and experience, for grades k- 12, in nonviolent means of %iolence

plc% clitton "heir programs and w idc success ha\ e been \yell documented. Peel

ointim:htnt has .(lso proen effective in hicaking the impasse between %wield

students and [Ile ,(.11(ml qem. ln a stud\ of NO Athinta high school ,.cnioi s cind

then parents Flinor t'110. NIedicd1 7() percent the suhrcts

the , would cittillde In a friend, Mute than three times peieentage ho

L lily in a pment, \ample (Sachnolt, Itfli I sallr \Indent,,

riends, counsclois, inedidti PK, and edneitior, In ease the school tensions

and conflicts that result in \ iolence is a more educational and elfective first lint

hool di, moon drkl t tn,rn ic ,1'hey

1 tic use of diess codes and undonns to change a schi".il's lok.nt culture

hits (Irammicall winced aline and Itdenet_ in Man\ .1,-html} tush Itis f

Ulothing, tf()4, Regukuing Smulciit ppearance. liO4, Kenneth ,

Icing lied.ch Schools. Ititfci Paiental and other adult participation is ako critical

not (OA in contributing to and reinforcing sehool .anti iolence proglaIns, hut also in

,R.1,0111: the school s\ stem and (l.-inonstiatnig that the cittiic cuitintuiitt is ile,o1%. cl

in and Cale', aht)lit student. educantni and 'the 11,.t ii altei win\ es to

('-i% tni'- \ h. (.1InthAt rlit1 %Htlence a tit 1.,t, csden'.11..e i.



creak'. ity and colfintitinelit eimpiiV.rer rather than punish children.

Reliance on prevention plo,granis find conIlict mediation naming I. not (ink

itIl Iss Lk' 01 et ficac, hut tilso NIL. of mom ('hildren must .,ind dit liit e human

rights, irrespective (il their behavior (ii the scla nil setting. This is not onl a matter

of morality, hut of international lay, as the Convention on the Ril.:_hts of the

makes clear. 'I his treaty, ratitieci N l I nation,' kiirldwidt., sets the basic,

minimum standards foi in\ chile ilhtice procedures, children's access to education,

then lights to Hok.10 iliterit% and mental health, and the pio kiwi of othel

iesource,, to enable them to become health ,. producike idiiht citi/en. I fne ul

the main tenek itt (he Cr in% ennon is (hal children's human I i;,lits I et tilt i bcdmin

iii then 111'11( (It heilld, It/ iffld p 1111C1pith' 111 the (ICC ontl

CH% tronmenN, that Alec( their CcrIamb iolenee proximon trdinifir, ii

'11,(M!el LI) CF11111111a1 Hula\ elalt,11 leChIlleilles, is the t)111V cuUIc Lhuut is colls1,,telit

Idt it ro. !Tuition 01 children'', 111.1111iIII ,At this (late, 11.,,,,ner, the ['tilted

Mid Qatari has not ratified this

(omention.

\k ton SI 11(1.11 1)1,111cI /.1, 4 1'. 41.1 1 1.1, ()III 11)i)1 I
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